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ABSTFACf

The (6I ,i, B-f'l) reaction hr.H3 l:x~en investigc\t.ed on t.itrgetB of 26Mg , 24Mg f

160r l3C, 12C, lln f lOB, ;:;me 9Be at a bClIl1barding energy of 80.0 MeV, and

on targets of 160 , l2'(;r 9 Ee , 7Li, and 5Ill. at a bombarding energy of

pickup reaction mechanisms' were observed t"e be strongly populated. On

'l'z "" 0 t1;1rgets, the spect.roooopic selectivity of: tillS reaction resembles

that of the analogous (p, t) react.ion. )\dditk1i1ally, t.hese data demonstrate

'l'Z > I) targ(~ts the (6I,i, 8B) react.ion ~'Jas employ('?{) to lOCA"'lte tv]O p:reviously

unrepo%:'\;(c:cdlevels (at 7.47 2: (LOS ~;/18V a11d BoB6 .:t 0.07 rJleV) in the

2&1
~!'z :.:: 2 nuclide . "'Ne a:nd to establish the lrn~""lyin9 Ip·~shell states in

t11e 'f:;:: "" 3/2 nuclei lIBe, 9r~i, and 'lEe. HQl:J'E:?Vf;}r, no evidel1(~e toJas seen

for any narrO'.'l levels in the '1'z ~.'" 3/2 nuclide SH r.or for any narrCJltl

excited states in 7Heo

The angular ai-str ibuticras reported here are rather featureless

@nd dccrease monotonically t1ith increasing angle. T'nis behavior can
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dependent upon the angular mamentum transfer (which is consistent with

simple Distorted Wave Born Approximation calculations). However gonly

qualitative agreement was obtained between the observed relative

transition yields and s~ni-classical predictions, using the two-nucleon

coefficients of fractional parentage of Cohen and Kurath, probably due to

the limitations of the semi-classical r~-action theory.

i'



I 0 INTHDDUCl'ION

A major part of the fc."Cus of nuclear phyi3ics haB b2~n the attempt to

explain adequately t.be interaction bel:l;J(2en nucl~~onso 'I'his nlli::lear

interaction can be usefully descrilx'!d by a c€~ntn~l pot:ential vJith Cll1

additional II residual int.eracUon\i t.() describe dE~tai.lE~d behavior 0 'rbe

dominant canponent of the rc'sidl1al int,eractioll in :U.9ht nuclei '\;lith an

excess of protons or l'lElutJ:ons is paidJ'19 Gm:rE~laUGns (Hi (8) ~lh:i.ch can b(~

investigo,ted py t"rlcrnucleon transfer n~actionso Such rl:~acUons have .been

a particularly fruitful £iE~ld for nuclear ::,.p;,x:t.roDC'opic F;tudies (SE"€ Gl 75

be-en UBed to stlb..'iy all typ<~s of t'l:'l(}-par'dcle and, i'11so, hv'O-hole state:;;

except for t.wo--prown..·hole lew~ls 0 l~ t.tllo"protan pickup reaction ~vould

str ipping reacticli1f:) populate thCii3(-~ above ito

reactioo for studies in t ..hf~ lp~'£)helL No lighter: reactj,on pair: is of

general utility (due t.o the limitations of nf.mtn:xo bBG11l1S for the (n,3:Ife)

reacticn and t.he difficulties of dE~tBct.i.ng pa.rtic.1c:~unst.ablenuclides in

reactions such as (a, 6Be) ). l\ny heavif.~r reiJ.cl~io:n peLir t\ioula result in

resolution, would often have bound ~:!:n:d.ted 13tat:(~s E,O that tlle energy

spectra \~'Oula have C!s;hadow peak!! i!dmbiguities (this t",),(JllJ.a t}~ the ease for

the (9Be,llc), (12C,140 ) f ('1nd (lBo,,20Ne) reactions, but not for the

(lIB 1'1. -) "t' .) ;>j-...::I ."... 1 .~1 •• .• "''''' . . ,. '-"f P ..• I" '. ,I. 11 101> ~." t ,1, t·" ~,. .., -N reac .100 f CU"j tMlL..\JI pl "J:;enL ,I,L)X 0. (~L <.1 c.(la~ ...~.JIge D ue .ec l_Ol.

tele..<.>oopes for adequate part.icle iCJ(:mtification (see Section II for <FA more
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complete discussion of particle identification and other experimental

considerations). The (6Li ,8e) two-proton pickup reaction is well-suited

to counter telescope exper iroents since both 7B and 9B are particle un

st.able, \vhich allows a clean separation of the ~ events fran other

isotopes. ',Ilbe difficulties with these other reactions is evidenced

the few other published examples of two-protan pickup (Si 72, Ch 73, SC 74a,

and Je 74).

This work constitutes the first study of all lp-shell targets readily

available in solid form. This region is particularly suited for an

initial survey, since it has been investigated thoroughly with other two

nucleon transfer reactions and the coefficients of fractional parentage

(cfp) relevant to l"Wo-nucleon transfer have been calculated (Co 70). Both

of tllese results provide a cnnvenient base for establishing the reaction

Anc'Chanisrn. Of particular interest was the degree of anti-'symnetric pair

transf.er (Ku 72 and 1.k 70). The bvo-particle cfp for 8a -;. 6Li -I: 2p (Ku 75)

indicate that there is a larger amplitude for the proton pair to be in

a f:'r~tiaJJ.y anti-synr.metr ic (3p ) state than in a symnetr ic (10) state

n~lative to the 6Li core (see Section III). The simplest cluster transfer

~llechQnism corresponds to an internal IS state (as in the (p, t) reaction)

for the transferred nucleons, which for the (6Li,On) reactioo can only

arise from the ~D compooent. If anti-symmetric transfer is iriportant,

then the expected symmetry between the (6r.,i,Be) reaction and the analogous

(P,t) reaction an Tz ""' (N = Z)/2 .. 0 targets might be distorted.

While most of the two-proton-hole states in the lp-.-shell can be populated

by both types of transfer symmetr ies, there are a few known levels

which \t'Ould be fed predominantly by a,-patially anti=symnetric transfer,
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and two examples of this will be discussed with the eXp*~rin~ntal reS1Llts

in Section TV.

From this comparison of the experimental dat.a fr01TI the (6IJi v8B)

reaction on Tz :: 0 targets to both t.he tt·JO nucleon cfp's and the earlier

(p, t) results, it is possible to deJfiOnstY.'o,te that this reaction has

the anticipat.e<:l spectroscopic seler~tivity. 'l'his selectivi.ty in the

population of states in the final nuclei \~las thc·m t~Y.:ploited on neutron'"

excess targets to indiCcl.te the location of lo~v-lying Ip~shell st.at.es

in the Tz >:: 3/2 nuclei 'lEe, 9r.,i, and 1113(::. 'I'his sE~des of nuclei it:;

near the ~"dge of particle stabili ty, i:;O that these 1~~vel~3 pr.e~>Emt infonna-

tian on the two--body interacticJI1 in a :CE!latively une:l{plorea region.

Also, t.his reaction Vlas employed for further study of ~-I and 5x1; since

many ambiguities reJilain in the cu:n:E'.mt d{~scr iptio'il of these nuclides

rei 73 and Aj 74), any A1ei-v experimental approach tmvards elucidating

more of their d1aracter if> of interesto Pirti:1.11y Q C);;:\1:.a t¥'Lll be present.c"d

22 ~~for 'Ne i;'mC! the '1'z "'" 2 nuclide ,LNe. These data on 2s",old'"shel1 nuclei

illust.rate the possible {,:!:ld:.ension of tl1is VJo:r.k to heavi~~r nuclei.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL DE'I2ULS

While b-Jo-nucleon transfer reactions have been thoroughly

investigated, this wurk involved an extension of many aspects of the

experimental techniques eJTIPloyed in these earlier studies. These

differences occurred in the production of a lithium beam (Section A) ,

detection m~l identification of 8s particles (Section e), and achieving

adequate background reduction in these modest yield reactiorhs (which was

accolfq?lished in part through electronic requirements-Section C-and

pc1rtially by luore detailed data analysis based upon multi-parameter

re...."'Ording of eac.h event--Section D). t<1any of these differences resulted

from the heavy··ion character of both 6Li and l\3. The yields placed these

part.icular reaction studies as intermediate between more conventional

spectroscopic studies and lnasS measur~lt'work on relatively inaccessible

nuclei y 80 that the experin1ental techniques resemble lnore closely those

employed in the mass fi1easurem~.nt studies, while the information and

interest reserfible those of conventional spectroscopic studies.

A. E£.!~ SOUrce, Cycl.£>tI:0n , Be~ Transport.L.an~rimental Area

These exper iments wer.e conilucted with the var iable-energy, sector

f(.'CUse-d La\'l7rence Berkeley Laboratory 88-inch cyclotron, which provided

the required high energy beam.s (high energies are needed due to the

very negative Q-va1ues of these reactions, the kinematic conditions,

and particle identification constraints). 'rhis cyclotron can produce

a :maximum energy of 140 o'2/A MeV for heavy-ions of charge state Q and

mass A. For 6r.i+2 ions this corresponds to 93.3 MeV, which was

employed for the studies of the 6x..i and 7Li targets and for a portion
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of the investigation with the 9ae target. The r.emainder of this work

was conducted with an 80 MeV 6Li'+2 beam.

As t.here is 00 suitable gaseous lithium compound, lithium ions

have not generally been accelerated in cyclotrons, 80 thatt.he develop

ment of an appropr iate lithium vapor oom:(.\~ \'\las required for this work.

Thes(~ beams were prooLlced at t:hf~ cyclotrcxt1 by (,1 Penning Ion Gauge (PIG)

type source (see Cl 72) \tJith arc~>heat(:.d c:,athodes (see :0'ig. II-I). '!'he

laver source cathode consisted of a mixture of isot.c'pically-separated

6Lil" (40%) and tantalum poWered (60~;), Irlhich VlaS fLmed at high pressure.

In aadi tion, a tantalurn sleeve, coated t''li th fused 6LiF \~as placed inside

the anode chamber. A carrier gas (typically' 14N2) was employed to

str ike and maintain the source arc. ~l.'his arc ercded t.ht': c.athodes and

heated the sleeves, thus vapor izing t,he lithium,

'l'his beam was at."~t'2.lerat.€,(i by the cyclohT:;'1) Ot~?ro.ting on the first

harmalic at a frequency of 8.5 MHz" r~o 'd:1.i'.\t suc.x:;em,ive bc~Ctm pulses

(:,.....·ns ~li.de) were separated by ,:11)out 120 nE. 'l'he cyclotron, beam

transport syst:.eTIf;SI elBa the experimental a:rea are shO'tm in Fig. II-2.

A beam energy analysis of i:lE:/E ~, 0.14% vrc1B obtained by bending the

beam with a SWitd1ing magnet through an angle of 39.~.p onto a 1. 5 m:n

'tlide analyzing slit.. Absolut<;~ be,am (:!'nergit1S 'i'}f~n~ UleaBLu::e(i t",i th a high

precision analyzing magnet (Hi (9) 'f!lith <:'1. dElE: '0 O,,02%q v)Jhich \'1aS

calibrated for absolute energies by £lcattering IilOlf~CuJ..oX hydrogen ion

beams 00 12c and observing the T "" 3/2 n~SorL:".'mc;<;~ in ]~\J ©It 1L1. 232 MeV

(Ba 71). (FJ:'his system is locat(~ in an ©ldjac-ent e~rp~iment.al area

and is not shown in Fig. U~·2.) 'I'ypic:al b::xm1 ~'Ots of 1.5 :K 2.0 mm2

\'1ere obtained on target in thE) O. 5-f!1 scattering ch;;-mlber 0
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Wi thin this chamber detectors were mounted about 15 em frcrn the

target on two independently movable platforms located 00 either side of

the beam. An aluminum housing with t.antalum shielding on the upstream

side enclosed the counter telescope, and a 600 gauss per:manent magnet,

""laS placed in front of the collimators to deflect leM energy electrons

proouCt'd in the target. In same of the exper iroents the detectors were

cooled by a thermoelectr ic oooler tD -20°C to reduce thennal noise

and leakage Ctlrrent. 1be scattering chamber pressure was typically

4 x lO~5 Torr: carbon buildup was reduced by employing a ser ies of

liquid nitrogen cooled traps.

B. Targets

Self-supporting isotDpically enriched targets were used in these

e1.'Periments (see Table II-I for further details). Target thicknesses

were detennined from the energy loss of alpha-particles fran 2l2Po

and 212Bi • For t.argets of natural isotopic corrp:>sition or those which

were rapidly oxi.dized, portions were weighed on a microbalance. These

determinatic:ns are estimated to be accurate to about 15% due to inh<:Jno-

geneities in the target and the presence of target contaminants. 'llie

amounts of contaminants (typically carbon and oxygen) were determined

t~y COlYparisoo of either their reaction or elastic yield relative to

c. Detecto.t;"s and Electronics

Each detlS'Ctor telesoope consisted of four counters. The first

biro of these detectors--deooted as t,E2 and t,El--were Ortec surface-

barr ier transmission detectors (of 34 and 24 lJm thickness, respectively).

The rell.aining counters were fabricated at LEL. The E detectors in
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Table II-l. Target information and detector geometry.

Targets Detector Colllination

Isotopic Purity
(%)

Thickness Angular
Ae<.."eptanc.'e
(deSJrees)

Solid Angle
(msr)
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these two telsoopes were 200-llJII phorphorus-diffused counters. Finally,

a l-rnn thick lithiu:m-drifted detector was employed to reject those

events which did not stop in the E-counter.

Signals fram these detectors fed charge-sensitive pre-amplifiers

(PA) (see Fig. II-3). The FA signals were then delay-line shaped

(400 ns) into bipolar signals in the linear amplifiers. 'I'his form

of shaping gives fast baseline recovery and a narrow pulse width

(-1 llS) v which produced a dead time of about 5% at a counting rate

of 20 kHz. (The dead time was measured by the ratio of randomly

strobed pulse triggers to the number of pulser events observed in the

final datc:.) Events were limited to one beam burst by a pile-up

rejector (PUR) with a pulse pair resolving time of 50-118 and an '

inspectioo time of l~llS. EvE'.nts were further limited to the particles

of in~erest by single channel analyzer (SCA) windows around the energy

signals in each detector. 'l'he slowest component of the electronics,

the particle identifier, required stretched signals (-5-l.lS). However,

signals ~rere stretched only if there was a 40-118 fast coincidence

between SCA's in alJ_ three anrplifiers, plus a valid event signal from

the PaR \'lithin 40-n...s, and there \'laS no event in the Rej amplifier

~>Jithin l-)Js. In this particle identification unit, the energy signals

from all three counters were added to produce the total energy signal

(Etotal) for each event.

The resolution of this total energy signal was determined by a

combinatic..m of the natural level width, the spread in the cyclotron

beam €"..nergy; the electronic resolution, the target thickness, and the

fini te angular acceptance of the coll:i.mators. All these effects can
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(J)
Ul
(J)

..c.:
~J
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be considered to add in quadrature, although some have rectangular

distributions (MD 66, Ma7l) ~ typically, the daninant contributions

"'Jere from the last two effects. The resolution in these exper i.ments

'l,'laS usually 200-300 keV.

The l~ticle identifier was a Goulding-Landis tlrree-counter,

double identificatioo system (see Go 66 and Ce 66a). frhis method of

identification is based upon the ernpirical relationship that the range

of a charged particle is given by

R "" AE
b (II-I)

above a certain energy threshold. A is a constant characteristic of

tl1e particle type, E is the particle energy, and b is a constant that

is weakly dependent upon the Z of the detected particles. For boron

isot.opes, this last constant is about 1.6 (Po 76), but the constant

b is empirically optimized at the beginning of each experiment for

the particles of interest. If a charged particle pc1sses through a

tran~nission detector of thickness T and deposits 6E in this counter

and then sto1-'lS i.n tlY2 E counb~r losing E amount of energy in the latter,

then, it can be demonstrated that

(II-2)

and this T/A is an energy independent particle identification (PI)

signal (see Go 64).

The resolution of this signal is obviously directed proportional

to the uniformity of the transmission detector. Detectors normally

cannot be made tii t:.h a non-urdformity less than 0.5-1 micron and a
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typical limit is -2 microns CWa 75), which "Jill lead to relatively

pcx:>rer identification "'1ith 2(}-]JJ11 detectors than 200"~~ ones as

transmissioo detectors. Also, it can be demonstrat(C~ that A is

proportional to MZ2, which implies poorer separation for heavier

elements.. Sir~~ the energy loss of charged particles is prol)Ortional

to MZ2/B, t.hese rather lCM energy ~ particles (in tJ1e region frOOl

40 to 70 MeV) have a range of at most 300<-llm in sHiex)fl, so t:hat rather

thin transmission detectors (35 and 25 lJITI thick) IrJere employed. Thus,

for detected heavy-ions, the particle identifier gives particle spacings

srnaller than for lighter particles and the thinner transmission counters

led to poorer particle resolution.

One can achieve lower background by employintJ a second transmission

detector, as is illustrated in Fig. 11-4, so that two independent

dE:terminations of the particl.e type can b'2 generatecL 'ro the extent

thclt a misidentification occurs in either counter due t.o nOil-statistical

fluctuaticrr~ in the rate of energy loss (for ex(m'ple, caused by channel

ing, blocking, or anomalously high energy loss due to the Landau

procc:'.ss), then thE~ ratio of these particle detel1'ninations \\Yill be

anomalous. The particle identifi.cation uni.t generated a particle

identifieat.ioo signal (from the summed ener~4Y losses in the transmission

detectors) by an analog circuit emPloying a logarithmic element and

also a ratio signal of the tv)O independent identific~tions (since each

PI signal"" T/A (:&.}. II-·2) and thus, Pll !PI2 :0<. 'I'I/'l'2' this ratio

corresponds to the ratio of equivalent detector ~hicknesses). we have

e~amined alternative means of gating this ratio tn :improve the particle

identification. 'rhe gating can be performed either on-line (which
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Three counter particle identifier

Reaction

products

~E2 .6E I

Counters

Different identification modes of the particle identifier
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81.6E"ctr
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.6 E I
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" E" ctr

b.E 1+ E

E
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the final output is C

~E2+AEI E

MU B· 9885

Fig. II-4. An illustration of the operation of the three-counter
particle identifier. '
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allows a better evaluation of the data dur ing the exper iJnent, but suffers

fran irreversibility), or off-line. With on""li.ne gating the percentage

of events rejected was carefully monitored, since slight gain shifts

in either transmissioo detector system can cause drastic increases

in the rejection rate. Typically v 10 to 20% of the event:s were rejected

by this gate.

We have examined the effects of this selection process as a function

of energy, because of the interest in this vK)rk in t)Oth angular distri~

butions and cross sectioos as a function of exci taHon energy. Along

wit.h the anomalous identifications due to non-statistical fluctuations,

there is a general energy dependence in the particle identification

signal. we have determined that the majority of the rejected events

ltJ'ere in the low energy portion of the 8p€Ctrum (E (BB) ::: 40 MeV). This

Ccln be investigated on-line by using the E SeA to vary the energy region

of events f>.nter ing the particle identifier, or by off-·line gating of

the ratio signal. Fram these investigations ~re have determined that

if a ~ event loses more than 15 MeV in the E counter (equivalent: to

about 45 MEN total ener~l for the typical transmission counters employed),

its r~1I'ticle identification signal is reasonably energy independent.

'l'his is in agree&11ent with theoretical rang~-~mergy calculations of

the PI signal errploying the oamputer code IZ'f. (Ma 70). i\Ccordingly,

\'Je will limit our presentation of data for individual energy levels

to this region.

A typical PI spectrum is sham in Fig. II-5. As can be seen from

this spectrum, a clean separation of the ~':\ IS fram other boron isotopes

was readily i?t..chieved.
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Fig. II-5. A particle identification spectrum resulting

frcm bombarding a 9Be target with an 80 MeV 6Li beam.
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D. Data AcquisiHon and Ana1~~

For each event, four parameters (either L:\E:2, I\El, EtotaP and

the PI signal generated from the summed energy losses in the L:\E'S,

or the ratio of the PI signals, E, Etotal , and PItotaJ. signals) were

sent via a :mul tiple}{er and an analog-·to-dig i tal converter to an on--

line PDpo-5 comput.er 0 The enf~rgy :::,pectra were display<:ld during the

experiment on a CRT and the events t"vcre ~rritt:en on magnetic tape for

subsequent analysis. In this of.f~line an,alysis 00 an 5CC-660 computer,

the IT!l.llti~parameter E>()rting and gating program CHAOS (Ma 74) !;,las employed

to set more string~.'lnt PI requirements and to generate the resulting

energy s-pectra. 'l'hese spectra Viere then analyzed \Olith the peak-fitting

program 11~rrAG (Mc.-:I 71) f which (',(Jrtiputed the peak centroids, integrals,

and t1id'chs. ':ebeSE? quantities were then used in the program LORNA

(i.'vla 71) on. a C:CC-7600, \>lhich calculates a lE'..ast~squares fit to the

lO'1t)'!tln energy calibatir.R1 Ix)ints and assigns excit.ation E:nergies to other

.1e'vels<l

i);::finite assignments of peak.s to a particular reaction were made

only if t.hc:y were Seel) at seve-xal angles t'lith the appropriate kinematic

shift. E~rly irwestigations were mane of carbon ar~ oxygen targets,

so that spect.ra from the m:\sic target cont.antimmts '-'Jere well~understood.

A.s an aid in the analysis, all t.he data on each t.arget were kinematic

ally shift.EK'l to one angle and surmlleO by the p:rogJ:a'ffi SlJlVlSHIFT on the

SO:-660. 1\1.80, the data for unbr..mnd light systems (e.g., 4H, 5H) were

oompressed by a factor of 4. (from ~100 keV to ~400 keV) to llnprove

the statistical analysis of broad levels (see Appendix A for a des

cription of sane cOiosiderations in the analysis of LmboLmd systems) •
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Finally, the measured angular distributions will be presented with

only statistical error bars an the data points; this indicates the

relative error, although the absolute error could be as large as 30%.
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III. 'l'HOORETlCAL CONSIDERATIONS

While, in general, these studies represent an extension of earlier

two-nuclean transfer investigations to include twcr-proton pickup, the

heavy-ion nature of the incoming and outgoing particles adds a distinct

character to these studies. Much of this difference arises due to

the possibility for transfer of two nucleons in various coupling

configurations. In spite of these additional possibilities, the

observated selectivity in the population of states in the residual

nuclei suggests that the d~ninant configuration of the two transferred

proton.s remain.s the 1s relative state, the predaminance of which is

exrJected from the fundamental nature of the pairincj interaction.

While the transferred pair is an internal ls cluster, its total wave

function is 16 \llith respect to the 6r..i oore; the extended nature of

t:his state means that finite-range effects will be import.ant. in

Ge1::;cribing the reaction kinematics. These finite-n',u'Ige effects,

alcJr19 with the large number of partial t<'laves (and the angular

!!'IOmentuffi xnismat.ch) of the incoming and outgoing particles, cause the

H~act:ioll to exhibit characteristic heavy-ion reaction features, which

SlWjgest the appropriateness of ~.mi-classical treatment of the reaction

proc..-ess.

A. General !,'eat.ures of Two-Nucleon Transff.~r Reactions

Studies of light-ian ~unucleon transfer reactions have been

legion and the reader is referred to the numerous general articles

discussing spectrosoopic studies with these reactions (for eltarnple,

Gl 63, Gl 65, Gl 75, To 69, An 72, and Br 73).
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The transition matrix element of a nuclear reaction can be

described in terms of a nuclear structure component and a transfer

amplitude, the product of which is surrmed and averaged over the

appropriate quantum mnnbers. For twcr-nucleon transfer reactions, this

includes a coherent addition of these amplitudes over the internal

quantum mUrOers of the transferred nucleons. This introduces a

sensitivity of the transition strength not only to the magnitude, but

also to the sign of small admixtures into the wave functions of the

"core" plus "cluster" systems (To 69). (In the case of heavy-ion

reactions, such as (6Li,~), we must consider the "core" plus "cluster"

system in both the target and in the ootgoing Ss.)
Typically, the interest is in the nuclear structure factor term,

which is called the spectroscopic factor of the transition. This

factor is proportional to the square of the two-nucleon coefficients

of fractional parentage (2-cfp), where this coefficient, in the case

of pickup, describes the target ground state wave function in terms

of states of the final nucleus coupled to two nucleon states with

appropriate values of relative angular momentum between the "cluster"

and the I. core" .

For a single-step direct reaction, these spectroscopic factors

are a measure of the probability of two-nucleons forming a particUlar

cluster through their spatial correlation (the transition strength

\'lill also depend upon the probability density of the cluster wave

function in the region \'lhere the transfer occurs). For ~ (or more)
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nucleons these spatial correlations arise from, 110t only the nucleon-

nucleon force (or the pairing interaction), but also from the angular

nomentum couplinsJ (Gl 63). {:F'or example, the spatial correlation of

bK> identical nucleons with angular. momentum j, which are coupled to

J, is largex if the classical orbits of these particles axe oo-planar

(i.e., if J is 0) rather than tilted with respect tD each other.)

HoW(,~vt~r, the transi tk..in strength will be L:-1.rgest when the transfened

pair retains the same relative statej which would select: essentially

only the IS clusters in the target for pickup into a triton in the

(p, t) r<~actionf but could alloil other cluster configurations to match

the ~ ground state wave function in the (6Li ,8B) I't?.action.

Although light-·ion blo-nucleoo transfer reactions often have a

possible ~'iIi1all (x>'I-uponent: of 10 as well as IS cluster transfer (e.g.,

the expansion of the tr i ton ground state \'lave function has a 10 component,

1',>1hich offe.rs this p"OSsibili t:y to the (p, t) rf'.action) g the ls stat.e

In heavy-ion reactions the more

oomplicated stru.cture of the projectile-outgoing particle-·pair could

remiLt in txansfer of. Ilclus'cers" not only in the relative 1s state,

but also with In or 3p (XJnfiguratioos, if the structure of the other

system cont.ains these relative configurations. This \'I7ill be discussed

in grE'xlter detail in S€<;tion rrlc~B. Similarly, the transition strengths

will depend upon slight admixtures in the target ground state 'l.'1ave

function in this picl\l1p reaction, and examples of this sensitivity

will tA~ presented in Section IV (in particular 6 with respect to the

first excited state of 9Li).
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B. Structural Features

It is clear that the transition strength is dependent upon the

structure of both the target and Ss. A heavy-ion aspect of the (6Li, Ss)

reaction is the more complicated structure of the projecti1e-outgoing

particle pair than for the light-icn reactions. One of the more

interesting features of this reaction is that it provides a means of

investigating anti-symmetric pair transfer. This type of transfer

process has been the subject of same theoretical speculation (Ku 72,

Lk 70). There is a great weight of evidence that light-ion two-nucleon

transfer reactions occur only through the transfer of a pair coupled

predominantly in a spatially symmetric (Is) configuration rather than

a lD state. HONever, it would be useful to learn whether this arises

because of the limited structural possibilities of the light-ion

reactions, or because of the more prevalent nature of the ls state

due to the pairing interaction. This test requires that the structure,

both of the reaction pair and the target, provide an opportunity for

anti-symmetric transfer, and we will discuss each system in turn.

The (6Li ,Ss) reaction is a gocrl probe for determining the

importance of the spatially anti-symmetric (3p ) configuration in the

transfer process, since 8s has a higher percentage of a 3p pair relative

the 6Li core than a ID cluster. (See Table III-1 for the magnitude

of these symmetric and anti-symmetric transfer terms for same heavy-

ion bJG'-nuc1eon pickup reactions-the SMAG, PMAG, etc., notation

will be discussed below.) This can be seen fram the grOlU'ld state

configurations and spins of 6r.i and 8s (see Table III-2). The daninant

ground state configurations (2S+1L) can be connected only by
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Table III-I. Spectroscopic factors for Ip-shell heavy-ion two--
nucleon transfer reactions.

Symmetric Anti-SYlmnetr ic

-----~---,......"...--= -----_.
Reaction SMAG Dt'J,lAG PMAG 0 Pi'J.IAG 1 PMAG 2

___.-.~_~""",-'-""...._m"'_____- _____"".......______,_.___________

(6Li ,8s or 8Li ) 0 0.032 0 0.141 0.494

(9ae,DC or llBe) 0 0.747 a 0.888 0.720

(IOB,12N or 12B) 0 1.354 0 0 0.039

(nB,l~) 0 2.061 0 1.806 0.472

(11n,13B) 0.637 0.043 0.101 0 0.004

(12C,140 or 14C) 0.597 (1 0.101 0 0

(13C,150 ) 1.002 0 0.300 0 0

(lOB,Br.i or 8B) 0 0.732 0 0.295 1.428

(lIB, gI,i) 0.667 1.443 0.022 0.143 1.984

"") 1 0 IOC)(.Le ,"'· Be or 2.747 0 0.032 0 0

(1'3c :UBP) 1.959 0 0.090 0.001 0\ "., -
(14C,12Be) 1.784 0 0.111 0 0

(BC, lIe) {) 2.061 0 1.806 0.472

(14Cr 12C) OQ597 0 0.101 0 0

(1.4N,12B or. ~) 0.033 2.415 0.008 0.388 0.361
'-'

(15N,1~) 0 3.737 0 2.755 0.955

(l~,DN) 1.002 0 0.300 0 0

(1.60 , 14c or l~J) 2.212 0 0.788 0 0
....=....-""'~_~_ -_._.......-....~~__'..r_"'_.$t<O~~___~______•__·~_~~_~____
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Table III-2. 2S + l L oomponents of the ground state wave functions

of 6Li and 8a (fran Ba 66).

0.992 35 - 0.028 30 + 0.120 l p

0.922 3p - 0.242 30 + 0.060 3p + 0.241 lJ - 0.148 3D

- 0.032 3p + 0.084 5p

(Note that in ~ the 3p and 3D configurations are repeated, since the
group theoretic symmetries are different for the two cases of these
configurations.)
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and two identical fermions must have 5=1 for odd L and T=l. Symnetri.c

transfer must arise through other than the dominant configurations,

such as in 3S ®In "" 30. One can see that syrrrnetric transfer can~

only cccur by a lD configuration (relative to the 6Li core) since

i <&>0 (ISO) ,,2.
These configuraUons relative to the core can be Ck."COlTIpOSed by

the Talmi brackets? that have been tabulated by Brody and ~kshinsky

(Br 60) I into the internal relative angular m:::mentum Aand the center-

of--mass angular momentum A of the pair relative to the con:~, where

-+ -+ ·t
L "" A -I- 1l (III-l)

The 3p configuration (1./ :: 1) can be decomposed into only A :: A :: 1

The 1D configuratioo (L '''' 2) can rJe transformed ~li.th equal amplitude

(12/2) into either i\ :: 0, A "" 2, or A "" 2, A :::: O. (Since the Talmi

transformation brackets are for harmonic oscillator \tlave functions,

they are ex-pressed only in terms of L.) It'or the anti-symmetric cOl'nponent?

since S :>: 1, the L "" 1 term C"..r-ln correspond to J :: 0, 1, or 2, while

for s~{metric transfer each L cor.responds to a unique J.

As previously mentioned, for a test of the strength of transitions

through the anti-·symnetric canponents one needs not only a reaction

pair with a large component of anti=symmetric transfer, but also a

t..rlrget that. c:ootains a large portion of anti-syrrmetric transfer strength

to a particular final state. The 2-cfp's for the Ip.-shell in a jj-basis

have been tabulated by COhen and Kurath (Co 70) based upon their

intermediate coupling wave functions (CO 65 and Ku 56). As part of

t.his work (Cb 70), Cohen and Kurath have t..a.bulated the transition

/
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strengths for J = L = A =·0 transfer (denoted in their notation as

SMAG or S magnitude) and for J = L = A = 2 transfer (called DMAG for

D magnitude) for a relative Is cluster (A = 0). We have extended this

work of Cohen and Kurath by calculating and tabulating the analogous

quantities for anti-symmetric transfer (with ~T=l) for their wave

functions, which we will denote in a sbni1ar fashion as PMAG 0, PMAG 1,

and !?MAG 2 (for L = A = A = 1 with M = 0, 1, or 2 respectively).

These values are listed in Table 111-1 for various two-nuc1eon

transfer reactioos and in sectioo IV for the targets studied in this

work. (A more canp1ete listing of transitions with the 1p-shell is

available from the author.)

This transformation coosists of first converting the 2-cfp' s fran

the jj-basis into an L·S representatioo, and then squaring them. Finally,

these quantities are weighted by a statistical factor for the available

number of pairs for the transitioo (/N[N-1]) where N is the number

of lp-she1l nucleons in the initial nucleus for pickup reactions and

in the final nucleus for str ipping reactioos. Because of the importance

of these spectroscopic factors for this work, these relationships

between the jj and LOS 2-cfp's are listed in Table 1II-3. It should

be noted fran this table that the ~J = 1 transitions are only possible

through PMAG 1, while ~J = a or 2 transitic:ns are possible through

either the symmetric or anti-symmetric transfer configurations.

In fact, SMl\G and PMAG 0 (and sbnilar1y, DMAG and pt.W; 2) are

orthogonal combinatioos of the jj-basis wave functions. Accordingly,

these states accessible through anti-symmetric transfer of b«> nucleons

are fairly ccmnon, but they typically exist at rather high excitation
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Table III-3. The conversions bebveen the jj and L·S representations
of the two-nucleon fractianal-parentage-ooefficients.

12 eOl
(33) + eOl

(11)= ---_._--.._---

/3

e21
(33) + l2e21

(31)= -----
/3

/2- e21
(33) - e2l (31)

/3

01 r;: 01-0 (33) -I- y' 2 0 (11 )
= --------_._-

/3

~he notation enployea is the same as in Co 70, and is 0~r(lj12j2)

for the jj-c'representatioo aoo,1'I'(2S+1L,1) for the LoS representation.
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energy. These levels are rather inaccessible because of their unusual

configuration, so that only a few states of this type have been located.

The symmetric states occur at lower excitation energies and typically

have been well investigated. This level ordering might be expected

from the sign and size of the pairing interaction, which can be viewed

as splitting these states. Fortunately, we fourrl bx:> good test cases

(in the lOB(6Li,~) and the 160(6Li,~) reactions) which provide a

good test for the importance of anti-symmetric transfer.
I

Another type of test for the importance of this reaction process

(and also for multi-step transitions) is to compare the results of

this reacticn with that of the (p, t) reaction on Tz = 0 nuclei. For

this type of target, the two reactions populate mirror final nuclei,

so that they are quite analogous (see the numerous discussions of

isospin, such as Cerny (Ce 68) and references therein, for a justification

of these expectations). If the symmetry of the transferred cluster

were different in these two reactions, then a lack of correspondence

might be observed. HCMever, the differing kinematic asPeCts of the

two reactions will tend to make the agreement between them inexact,

Le., one \'X)uld expect the same qualitative selectivity, but the relative

transition strengths might be quantitatively different. we will present

, "1 't f..., In.... ,,- 16 and 24.._examples of th1S SlIDl ar1 y en -Ll, -H, -C, 0, -n:3 targets.

C. selection Rules

A useful way of characterizing reactions is by their selectivity

in the population of states in the final nuclei. These selection rules

lfJaj suggest values for the spin and par i ty of populated levels. For

exarrple, the (~i,Sa) reaction populates strcngly only levels with
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the same parity as the target ground state, so that data from this

reaction will suggest the location of negative parity states in 7He ,

9Li , and llBe. r-t:>reover, th.~ reaction selectivity in the poplllation

of states in the final nuclei will reflect the reaction mechanism,

so that it is possible to differentiate roost easily among direct

rE'.ac'tions and more complicated rnechanism.s by the type of levels

preferentially populated (for (~}{cm1ple~ see Ce 64 and Ma 71).

l'~or simplici t.y, this discussion will be limited to lp.-shell levels,

thus, the rkmUnant ~lfigurati(m of the ground state of alp-shell

target of atomic number A may be described as (Is) 4 (lP)A-4 J i .

If the (6Li,~) reaction proceeds by a direct single-step pickUp

mechanisn on such a target, then only levels with the configuration

(lp) 11.-6 .TE may be pcJpulated (assuming for this discussion that the

lS'-orbitals ranain inert during the reaction, which deletes for nON

reactions on both the 6Li and 7I,i targets). Since this re.action involves

the pickup of an eVE!n number of nucleons, the parity of the final levels

(Trf '" 'rfi (_1)1\"'"2) must be the Saime as that of the target ground state.

Similarly, t.he pickup of hvo identical Ip-shel1 nucleons c.an change
-+ -+ -+

t.he value of J i ~y at moot 2, so J f "" J i +- 2. However, in a sequential

transfer the par i ty might be changed ana in the pickup of h"lO nucleons

in different shells the parity must be change.

If one denotes the initial state in the target nucleus and the

final state in ti1e residual nucleus b¥ their total angular momentum
-+ -+ -)--+

ana isospin quantum numbers (J i , Ti) and (Jp Tf ) respectively, and

aleo describes the single particle orbitals of tile transferred nucleons
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then with only the assumption of a direct reaction one can again

derive (see To 69) that

(III-2a)

For the pickup of two Ip-shell protons this relationship is

(III-2b)

If one denotes the orbital angular momentum, intrinsic angular

manentum, total angular momentum, and isospin quantum numbers of the
~ ~ ~ ~

transferred pair by L, S, J, and T reSPectively, then (To 69)

~ ~ ~

S = sl + s2

and

~ ~ ~

T ::: t l + t 2

~ ~ ~ ~ +
J ::: jl + j2 ::: L + S

and for the transfer of t\\lo protons
+ ~

T ::: 1

(III-3)

(III-4)

(III-S)

(III-6)

(III-S)

These relationships have one solutioo for synmetric transfer and

another for anti-symmetr ic transfer, since the fermion nature of the

t»:o protons requires for an anti-syrmnetric (with respect to change)

total wave function that if L is even then

S + T is odd

and if L is odd then

(III-7a)
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S + T is even

Then for symmetric transfer

so either

t = 2, A - 0

or

and

-t- -+
S = 0

so finally
+ .+ .+
J :: L "" 2

and for anti--synmetr ic transfer

so

and
-> _.)-
S ::; 1

so finally

-t- -+ -+ -+ -t- -+
J :; L+S _. >-+/\+1

(III-7b)

(III--3)

(III-4)

(III-3)

(III-4)

(III-6)

'.
'!4}:le necessity of retaining the same cluster configuration in both

systems of core plus cluster requires that
-+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+
J f "" Ji + J "'" Ji + I. + S

and so for symmetric transfer

(III-8)
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The experimental results indicate that only sYf!ll!letric transfer
+ + +

occurs, so J f :::: J i + L. The allOl.'1ed L-values are identical to those

of the (p, t) reaction. There are f€!W cases in which more than one

Ir-value will be allowed, and where the spin-orbit interaction would

cause a coherence in the reaction amplitude.

The (6r.i,~) reaction data provide a test of \17hether the relative

transition strengths simply arise from a wQ-window" effect (which is

unlikely at these beam energies and values of the Sommerfeld parameter

(see Section D)). The best matching of the incoming and outgoing Coulanb

orbits occur at some optimum Q-value (see Awendix B-1 for the formula

for Oopt). For this reaction all the Q-values are negative, while the

most favored Q-values would be positive (except for targets with Z .2. 5) .

This could lead to transitions with lower Q-values being enhanced.

As a test that the relative yields do not simply reflect this kinematic

hindran(."€, we have employed b10 cases (1% and DC, see Section IV)

where an excited state should be populated more strongly than the ground

state (due to speccrosropic considerations), \'lhich was in agreement

with the experimental results. While there should be a general dependence

in the transfer ampli tude upon the Q-value of the transitian (see Sections

D and E), the relative transition strengths do not arise canpletely

from this effect.

l\nother aspect of the reaction mechanism that can be explored

from the selectivity of this reaction in the population of states in

the fina~ nucleus is the strength of multi-st.ep transit.ions which involve

an inelastic excitation of stat.es in the initial (or final) nucleus
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before (or after) the two-proton pickup. By camparison of the fonn

factors and a coupled channel calculation, S~renson (S¢ 74) has proposed

that these indirect processes are an important COI£POI1ent of transitions

to excited states in the 2% (16o,14C) 28Si reaction. These processes

could be indicated by the pop.1latioo of unnatural parity levels,

as the excited states \vould by populated proportional to their collective

strengths. Although the 2~ (6Li , Bs) 2~e reaction is an. appropriate

test. for this mechanism, since several rnulti-particle-hole levels in

2~e are k.'lGtlI'l (01 71, En 73) tD be very collective, tile found no evidence

for these transitions. This is in agre€lllf.mt \l1ith the Ip-shell results
-» -+ -+

(1m ::: +, J f :: J i + 2), since the observed selection rules 'Were derived

assuming only a direct single--step pickup of the proton pair.

D. Kinematic C(}nsiderations

1~e spectroscopic selectivity of tile (~i,8B) reaction d5fionstrates

that it: is predomillartt:ly a direi.'::t, fiJingle--step pickup reaction, \<lhich

would be expectE..'O by the high energy (over D MEN/nucleon) employed

in tlx;se studies. 'L'his selectivity illustrates the import:.ance of

kinematic aspects in detenniniI19 the features of the reaction. We

\-Ji11 explore in this Sectioo the effects of kinematic var iables on

the angular distribtions of this reaction, and in the folla1ing Section

their effect upon tile transfer amplitudes.

Kineraatic effects upon angular distr ibutions coo be seen in 0>10

extreme limits of the aetJree of localization of t.he incoming '(,~ye-packet

Se 73, Be 74b, SC 75). A light-ion direct reaction has an extended

proj€.>ctile, emphasizing the p:rrticule' s wave nature. frhis extended

projectile, along with the limited LIs of the t.nmsition, leads to
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a diffractive angular distributioo. "Traditiooal" heavy-ion reactions

have possessed a lcx::alized incaning wave-packet, emphasizing the

projectile's particle character. In these heavy-ion reactions the

wavelength of the projectile is much less than the interaction radius

(Rint) (which is slightly larger than the touching radius of the two

spheres) and Rint is large enough so that the effective potential felt

by the incoming and outgoing particles is primarily the Coulanb potential.

Accordingly, the transition yield is maximized by the greatest overlap

of the incoming and outgoing Coulomb orbits. (This matching oondition

differs in emphasis fram the conditions of Brink's fonmulism, which

will be discussed below. In the present approach, the Coulanb orbits

of the incident and outgoing Particles are well matched, while in the

discussioo below the orbits of the cluster, with respect to the core in

the initial and final systems, are matched. In general, the requirements

of these b'l1O conditions are different, although in many cases the conse

quences are similar.) Interactions that occur at a distance closer

than Rint are absorbed into the compound system, while for those further

out than Rint the transition probability is reduced by the exponential

fall-off of the nucleon probability densi ties. This leads to a

bell-shaped angular distribution, with the maximum probability at a

radius corresponding to the grazing angle (e c) •

These conditions for either a diffractive or a Gaussian angular

distrirnltion can be expressed in terms of kinematic variables. The

cr itieal var iables are the wavenumber (k), Rint' the grazing L-values

(ro1:~ghly k~Rint) or the number of rontributing partial waves, and

the sommerfeld parameter (n). (These kinematic parameters are'defined
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in Appendix &-1.) A Gaussian distribution arises r.&10::n the 'i:lavelength

is much less t.han Rint or equivalently !( °Rint »1 (ana w:x::ordingly f

there are many t"Ofltr ibuting part:i.a1\qaV€~~1) arKl ~Jl1en then~ 1S a t'lell

n»L

E'or high--energy heavy-i.on react.ions f such as (GIlly 813) f ()D light

t.argets the angular distr ibution."s follow a sir!!pl~: u IllcJ11utonical1y

Bi 67, Na 73,~o 73, Do 65., Do 66 1 Gr 70, and ,An 7/.n c, Xn. these Gases

k OR >..... 1, but n ::::> J.•'int / 'l'his dist.r ibubon :c,b~lIJ::'~ lEigh\::

ar ising from thE': gra:dng angle beinsJ at. an i'!lGcx;essibly fo~t\;mrd ~:'mgle

or equivalently from the localized paxt::lGle.~1 aqain td.'cher forming a

decreE,sing nuclear tail density, but ~11:i.th no fCJGiJsd:n9 (fit' the projectile'

t.he lC:fw no

~r'he (6L i., BB) r.eactioIl exhibits this mrmot.crdeilJ.ly QC';e;r;easing angular

var ia.bles of interest for 8~'J,me repr.esentative tz,x9~;:b,; nt:ndied vIith

1CRint - 30, n' - 1, ec - :5° (como) v M lJdn - :UJo (Coltl.) u i~\nd I. - 7.

J '(2
~'inally i' it should t;.e noted that on th(~ much h~~avie2::r 1:;il'Cge't:. ,:'i'''Nd,

\'lhere n \'l1aS quite large f the angular dist..ribut::i.o.n \':I[}S thi;',! @drpected

bell=shr'lped peak at the grazing angle (t<Je 7S) 0 f.\,{>!'x}J<~diA'tJ:Jly" t.he angular

distr iOOt,ions of the <6r.i.,~) reaction only K'f;flcet the ld.n~natic aspects
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upon the calculations of Dodd and Greider (Do 65, Do 66,
Gr 70) .
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of the reaction, instead of conveying structural information v Spectre-

scopic information can be obtained from this reaction only in the

relative transition strengt11s.

E. Relative KinE'lTIatic Hindranc(~s

'1'0 extract spectroscopic 8trU"c::tnral information frrlill the r.elative

transition strengtrhs, it is necessary to be able to estirnate the

dependence of the 'l:l'ansfer arr~,)1itudes upon thf~ ,} (0):: 1~) of the reaction

and the particular <}"'values of the transi tiona In this Section we

will discuss ,~11 a:PIxoach that provides an r'~U.lfiate of the relative

hindra.nr.:e factors of transitions as a funct.ion of t.he propert.ies of

the fina_l states in the residual nucleus 0

'I'hese hindrance factors cu:e am:LLcgolls to t.he tr.ansfer arnplitl1des

In ligbb·-ion b:10'~llUCle{~')fl t.ransfer reactions the tra.w::;fer arl1plitudes

are CalGtllated by ))istort&'1 ~~ave IlK:n:n l1,pproxirnabon cm'JBf\,) romputer

\:11C~ (}~ree of mamentl.1.!l1 mis:IYu;f(:ch:i.nSi (::aIls ir.l'r-J:') question its utility;

mon~ovefv bf~CaU8(:: of the novelty of high~energy lithium beams, the

appropriate optic:al lllixlel parameters are m"mvaileible. ~ndf finally,

the magnit.ude of t:he recoil terms (finite range effects) in these

8ysb:~ms indicates that a mon~ sophisticated (t:lnd costly) DTJifBA. c..ode

such as LOY-,A (Dp 73) f ~'Jhich includes n1COil effects, should be employed.

'/I;. brief test of D'iVUCK confin'llea t:hat it did not reprooL1ce tlle e:l{f>eri-

Eili;::ntally dE,~teni1ined angular <Jist.r ibutions q m'ld suggested that the

ld.r~ilatic term in t:.he tJ':ansi tioJ'l IDf:\tr ix el@£(11e11t is only slightly
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as simple calculations since they employed optical model parameters

frcm 135 MeV 6Li scattering on 28Si (Go 75) for both the 6r.i and 8s

particles in this reactioo 00 l2c, ignored finite range effects,

treated both 6Li and 8s as spinless particles, and were not optimized

by varying the parameters to describe the observed angular distributions.)

It has been suggested (An 74) that~ with the assLnTlption that the transfer

occurs near the surface of the target nucleus, the magnitude of the

quantity ko'~ (where ko is the wavenumber of the transferred cluster

and 1\ is the target radius) provides a check of the size of recoil

effects, since this quantity is approximately equal to the phase factors

(which contain the recoil effects) in the transition matrix element

of the formalism of Dodd and Greider (Gr 70, Do 65, Do 66). Recoil

effects are negligible if ko'~ is much less than 1, but for the

(6Li,~) reaction on Ip-shell targets this quantity is about 5.

All of these difficulties are circumvented by employing a semi

classical treatment (SCI') of the transfer amplitudes. This approach

has been generally successful for reactions with s~lar kinematic

conditions (An 74), although these conditions might seem to indicate

that a SCI' would not be adequate (see Section D). This theory is based

upon a series of criteria that have been proposed as a measure of the

relative hindrance (Br 72). These rules are for a reaction

%'lhere a cluster "k" is transferred from a beam italVI to a target "c2"

forming a tinal nucleus II a2it arrl an outgoing Wcl". (To treat pickup

reactions in this formalism one uses the time-reversed reaction.)
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The initial and final states of the cluster with respect t.o the core

are described by

for k in al and

Yll:S are sphc~r:ical harmonics.

kinematic matching OCGLlrS when

For this reaction ~;ystem, the optimum

~

J•• o (III-9)

t",h.ere ko is again the wavenumber of the transferred cluster, the Ai I S

are the substates of the cluster I:;:; total angular momentum relative

to the cores;, and the Rics are t.he radius of the beam and the target.

'.t'h(; al::ove E1.IlJat.i()tl requires that the y'-compODEmt of the momentum of

the transferred clust.er should be alrl10st conserved (see Fig. III-2

fOl: t.hf~ coordinat.e systEm1 E9uployc'(1) •

where the expression for Qeff is lisb~ in l-Wpendix 1'3...1. This copdition

requires that the change in the z-"Cc:~nponent of the total angular mcrnentum

1::>2 alJl10st Oq or that the total angular m01uen'w:m be OO'.l1served within

the limitations of the lxncertainty principle.

3. 11 + Al := even

12 + ~ "" even
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XBL769-10512

Fig. 1II-2. Co-ordinate system employed in this serni-classical approach.
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where 11 and 12 are the total angular momentum of the cluster with

respect to the cores (for a spinless cluster) and /,1. and >"2 are the

magnetic substates of these vectors in the in;'tial state (11 A]) and

in the final state (12 1.. 2). 'rhis condition requires that the transferred

nucleon be near the reaction plane, or that e1 _. 82 :;g rf/2 and 4>=0 in

the \"avefunctions l/J 1 and l/J2' since Yl>.. (TI/2,O) .- 0 unless 1+>" is even.

Giv(:'!n these equations, (lne can derive an expression tl1t3t incorporatf~s

these conditions and calculates relative hindrill1ce factors. The transition

be expressed (Ax) 74) by

:: Po(R) I y, , . (TI/2,O) Yl , (1r/2,O) 1
2 x

~lAl 2A2
(III-9)

where l',K and M, ",ere defined in conditions 1. and 2., the widths of

01 and 02 axe roughly 11 and (YR)1/2 respectively, \'lith y2 '" ~C/112f

and C is the average of th(-: biooin<J energies of the clusters. in the

initial and final nuclei (but both are typically b:eated as adjustable

pmameters v,ith 01 '" 02 - 2.5), R is the touching radius, and Po(R)

is a func:tion of the radial wavefunctic.'IflS and Ro T'l1is assumes that

the cluster k has zero spin, the centers of the nuclei cl and c2

nove along well defined classical paths; and the z·"axis is perpendicular

to the reaction plane.

This approach can be extended to include the general case in which

the cluster and the cores both have non-zero spin (see An 74). For

a cluster \'Jith spin Sk and isospin Tk and angular momentum or..:mfigurations
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(L1J~l) and (LzJ:t12) in the initial and final nuclei, the transition

probability is

2J + 1

P21 == -2J-

a

--:c
2
=--+-1 L: (2J

1
+ 1~ (2J

2
+ 1)

c 2 J
1

M
1

J
2

M
2

(i)This expression consists of the spectroscopic amplitudes for the

decomposition of a ~ c + k for particular states of k described by

LiSkTkJ i' Clebsch-Gordoncoefficients (symbolized by (Ta T3 ITc T3 TkT3 »
1 all· c 1 k

for coupling the isospin vectors, and a transfer amplitude factor BS T
k k

for each transition term between states (J1L1Ml ) and (J2L!12). This

transfer amplitude factor is relation to expression (III-9) by

L (J1MlIL1A1S~s)

A1\ms

(III-ll)

with SGn1e rncoce Clebsch~rdan coefficients and another sum over magnetic

substates (see An 74 for a more detailed derivation).

'l'his expression (III-10) is evaluated by the carrputer oode HIPROB

(Bu 75),. 'l'he quantity Po(R) in expression (III-9) is calculated by

a standard Coularnb bound-state wavefunction routine.. The results of

these calculations will be discussed in Section IV; employing the

parameters listed in Table III-4.



'T-able XII-t}o input p.:=rOu~ters for tt'1e progza.m HII~~~5 ..

'. - '" " 1'"For illustraticr. we ",i.ll ewploy the -'-k: !~i, "'3) ~!JEe reaction. Since this program is designed for stripping
'- - 6-"'? 1fl \ I) . • • '-h . t' ,"-reactions, this case is calculated as 1:l'rc ;"l.:.~"'C, vBe;'-'B reaC1:10,''l \;111.. a"l appropna e (c.m.) v.:<"!l1l energy.

6 1 = ~2 = 2.5 , "0 = 1.4 fm

~e Plus Cluster Systefil 3aL"1d State Wave Function (Vc:'..'..EV!e WOod 5a7.C'n Potentlcrl)

-
J core

."

JfirJal Nodes L J S Vi[ 'ISO VaGL Jclustelr Iro all::

J ... 0

Initial 0 0 () 0 1 {} 0 G -L 1.25 0.65 25.0 0

Firal 2 0 . " () 2 2 0 -1.. 1.. 25 0.65 25.0 0.L e.

J .. 2

Initial 2 0 0 2 0 2 2 0 -1. 1.25 0.65 25.0 \') I

..".
lM

FinM Sam<: as Abo."le
,

-w---
This qua.'ltity is not a direct input par~ter.
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It is possible to qualitatitively evaluate conditions 1 and 2 for

their effects upon the reaction selectivity. Expression (I),

t¥.. = ko - AI/Rl - A2/R2 ~ a (I)

for this (6Li,~) reaction on Ip-shell target can be reduced to

kQRl - Al - A2 ~ a
since Rl ~ R2. Typically, the equivalent stripping reaction for 6Li

on lp-shell targets has a kQRl ~ 5, so we have

5 - Al - A2 - a
Similarly, expression (2),

(I)

can be reduced to

Both expressions, if solved simultaneously, are zero for Al = a and

A2 = 5. For alIaNed values of both A'S, expression (I) is smallest

if A2 '" Al '" -2, and expression (2) is smallest if A2 "" -AI = 2, which

are mutually exclusive. The minimum value of the sum of expressions

(I) and (2) is \V'hen Al "" a and A2 = 2. The transition strength will

be proportional to the negative exponent of the sum of the squares

of t~se expressions and other terms will not be very significant.

Since pickup reactions are treated by their equivalent stripping reactions,

A1 is the magnetic substate of the u17O-protons \",ith respect to the

actual target core, and therefore, relative transition strengths will

be comparable for L=O or 2 (or 1). However, \"'i th higher excitation

energy Oeff increases, so that expression (2) will became mismatched.
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Therefore, there will be a general decrease in relative transition

strengths with increasing excitation.

This kinematic dependence is in contrast to the stripping reactions

reported in ,M 74 v since in these cases the hindranc'e was minimized

at some higher excitation energy. The transition probabilities for

these stripping reactions resembled Gaussian distribltions and the

peak in these C'..alc..'Ulat.ioos correspco.ded to the observed domin.ant

transition. Moreover, in these stripping reactions, 10¥1er J transitions

wex'e hindered relative to high-spin states. l"or these pickup reactions

the transition probabilities are si.mply the tail regions of the Gaussian

distr ibutions. The 1:;light differences i.n the transition strength for

the various spin transitions is reproduced by exact calculations of

expressioo (HI<-lO) and also by 1JJt0CK calculations.

In SUlmtaryv we have demonstrated that the transfer amplitude term

in ti1e transiti(~~ matrix el~~1t e1hances low excitation levels and

depends only slightly l~Jorl the spi.n of tl1e t.ransition. Accordingly,

the obs(~rve.d transiboo stn:mgtl1s within a l:imi ted range of excitation

\':mergy are a r€,'asonable measure of the relative spectroscopic factor.

~[Ihis is useful to note for Section IV, \'tnere the energy speCtra will

be presented. Alsou in Section Til, we will present same calculations

of the total transition strength (expression III-·lO) and carnpare these

with tbe observed relative yields.
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TV. EXPERIMENI'AL RESULTS

As discussed in the previous section, the observed relative yields

to levels in the final nuclei of the (6Li , Bs) reaction are roughly

indicative of the two-proton spectroscopic amplitudes of these states.

The energy spectra, which will be presented in this section, will

indicate these relative transition strengths, since these relative

yields are irrlependent of angle. The selectivity of the two-proton

transfer will demonstrate that this reaction proceeds primarily through

a direct, single-step pickup. In general, the dominant observed transi

tions are only to levels with a significant predicted two-nucleon

SPectroscopic factor. The observed angular distr ibutions, which will

also be presented here, illustrate the lack of any obvious spectroscopic

utility of this asPeCt of the reaction. A summary of the experimental

investigations is presented in Table IV-I.

Excitation energies and the associated spins and parities of the

levels populated in this reaction were obtained by COll'Paring the Observed

excitation energies to the previously measured ones (tabulated in Aj 74,

Fi 73, En 73, etc). The uncertainties in the measured excitation

energies indicate primarily the extent of reproducibility in these

observations. Similarly, it should again be noted that the uncertainty

irt'licated in the angular distr ibutions represents only the statistical

error; the absolute error could be as much as 30%.

As a measure of the strength of anti-symmetric transfer we will

ellploy both the I+ levels in 14c and aLi and overall conpar ison of

the spectroscopic selectivity of the (6Li,Sa) and (p, t) reactions.



Table IV-l. S~~y of experLmental investigations.

An.:r...flar Range Observed Energy
Q-Value sea'\'! Enargy studied (oeq} Le-vels

Target (MeV) (g-eV) (ilc •rn• ) Final Nucleus (MeV)

6Li -21.17 93.3 31-46 ~ 0.0

iLi -25.021> 93.3 27-40 ~

9se -23.5974 93.3 32-49 7He 0.0

~ -23.5974 80.0 22-40 7Re 0.0

lOa -17.7300 80.0 22-44 Sr.i 0.0,1.0,2.2,6.5

llg -25.1330 80.0 20-32 9Li 0.0,2.6,4.4,6.4
I

12c 1~
~

-21.4429 80.0 18-49 0.0,3.3,5.9,7.5,9.4,11.8 -....]
I

12c -21.4429 93.3 18-29 lOBe 0.0,3.3,5.9

l3c -25.8865 60.0 18-36 Use 0.3,2.1,4.0

160 -16.5914 80.0 17-29 14c 0.0,6.1,6.9,8.3,10.4

160 -16.5914 93.3 15-25 14C 0.0,6.9,8.3,10.4

2~ -14.7410 80.0 14-30 2~ 0.0,1.3,3.4,4.5,5.4,
5.9,6.3,6.9,7.5

2~ -19.1002 80.0 11-28 2~ 0.0,2.0,3.9,7.5,8.9

r-
This Q-value is for transitions to a final 5pj system with zero binding energy for

breakup to t + 20.
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is at a high excitation energy, it has a very large predicted transi-

tion strength so that it should clearly be in evidence (see Table rv-3).

Finally, the overall c::x::rnparison between the spectrosropic utility of

the (6Li,~) arrl (p, t) reactions does not deperrl upcn anyone level,

so that it rerroves the ambiguity associated with the uncertainty in

the configuration of any particular level.

This section is divided into foor parts. The first portion

consists of data for the Tz = a Ip-:shell targets 12c, 160, ana lC13,

which will be oompared to the earlier data fram the analogous (p, t)

reaction on these targets. The second part contains data fran reactions

on the neutron-excess targets DC arrl liB, which will be carpared with

data fram the (t,p) reaction leading to the same final nuclei. The

third portioo ronsists of data for reactioos 00 9se, 6r.i, ana 7Li targets,

which lead to unbounci final systems that have yet to be cc::rrpletely

character ized in a non-controversial ana W'laIIlbiguous fashion (Aj 74,

Pi 73). It should be noted that the hierarchy among the three l:£r

shell sections reflects a trend towardS an increasing neutron to proton

ratio with a corresponding decrease in the knowledge of the final system.
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2+ ).1"/ J.n 61) 2+ 3.39 3.9S 4.16 0 1.21S 0 0 2.432 3.2!: 0.2

2+ 5.'1'59 5.'M ~ 2· 5."" 6.39 5.31 0 4.S44 0 0 0.256 1.4 !: \l.1

1- 5.%0

o· 6.1S

r 6.2:3 I

"""3- 7.37 \.0
I

2+ 7.511 7.53 60 0.5 !: 0.2

(4-' 9.Z7

(2', 9.4 9.42 7\1 2· e.~ 9.52 9.16 0 0.004 0 0 4.OC~ 0.8 !: 0.2

3· 9.39 9.50

~1 10.7 1· 10.19 9.10 8.13 0 0 C 0.222 0

4+ 10.9'1 12.34

(11.75) li.N 10 o· 11.29 10.86 11.05 0.004 0 0.011 0 0 0.6: 0.2

2· 11.29 11.52

1+ 11.29 11.22 10.22 0 0 0 1.452

o· U.S9 12.27

a ~. Aj 74.
il _.I!o64.
c """f. ..., 71.
d ~L 0:> 70.
0 S"9<G ard~ are fnm~. c!-, ~ 0, ~ 1, s::r-rl FI=PG 2 ~rf'" thh tllOr'k, .~ t~t.
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Finally, the fourth part consists of data for the 2s~ld~shell targets

2'\1g and 2~g, VJbich represent an example of the possible extension

to heavier targes of the Vlorkpresented in the earlier parts. In all

cases these results vJill be compared to available theoretical

spectroscopic olnplitudes and level predictions.

A. Tp ~ 0 lp-Shell Targets
O,".cZ~·_~~,_·~_o~~~__>~~_.~.~

1. The 12C (6Li ,_813 )10:ee _R~a~!.i9!:.

An energy spectrum of the 12C (6Y...ti, 813) lOBe reactions is shown in

Fig. IV-la. These data tv-ere collected with an 80.0 MeV beam from a

0.22 TIB/cm2 target. 'rhis particular spectrum is a composite of data

collected between 81ab ", 1208° and 16.8°, in t"lhich the data were

kinematically shifted to 81o.b "" 1508°0 Data were also collected with

a 93.3 MeV beam energy as a calibration for the studies enq;>loying

6Li and 7Li t~gets, bot~ the selectivity and the yields were

essentially tIDal tered by ti1e difference in beam energy (as is expected

for a direct reaction at similar bombarding energies) 0

As indicated l~y this spectxum, the damirumt transiHons are to

the 0+ grolmd st.ate and to the first excited level, at 3036 MeV (21+).

The next peak (22{' at 5096 ~~V) probably corresponds to the 2+ member

of the 2+, r doublet at this ~:mcitation energy, si'nce the l~ level

must have a cross"~shen configuration and this type of state would

be unlikely to have substantial parentage in the l7-c ground state wave

functiorL li'Jeaker transitions are seen to a state at 7054 MeV (23+),

a probable 2+ level at 9.~ rv'l12V (Aj 74) f cmd a known state at 11.8 MeV

The rather featureless ~~gular distributions of the first two transitions
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a) 12C (6 Li, 8B) lOBe

E 6li " 80 MeV
400

"

-r--"T- I I --r--i

b)12 C (P, t) lOe

EpO:: 54 MeV
2000

1500

o _l-L-....L..-L.......t..:--=:::..;.L..,_~====::::...-l...:::=J
8 6 4 2 0

Excitation energy (MeV)
XBL 759-3890

Fig. IV~I. (a) A con~osite spectrum of the 12C(6Li,8B)10Be
reaction between a1ab = 12.80 and 16.0° (with E(6Li) = 80 MeV) ,
in which the data were kinematically shifted to e1ab = 15.80 .

(b) The l2C(p,t) 10C reaction induced by 54 MeV protons at
Dlab = 19.50 (as 75). (This angle lies at the first minimum 'in
tl1e laC g.s. angular distribution.)
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are shawn in parts (a) and (b) of Fig. IV-2.

One sees a strong similarity between these results and those of

the 12C(p, t) IDe reaction (As 75, Be 67), which are shown in Fig. IV.... lb.

These data were collected at the first minimum in the IDe ground state

angular distributioo. The comparison between these energy spectra

suggests the location of the analog levels in these two final nuclei.

Both of the higher excited levels at 5.28 and 6.60 MeV in IDe have

angular distributions which are consistent with L = 2 (As 75). In

the first case this supports the suggestion that the 5.96 MeV level,

populated in the l2c (6r.i, 8E) lOBe reaction, corresponds to the 2+ member

of the 2+, 1- doublet (denoted by 23+). In the second case, it supports

the suggestion that the 6.60 MeV level in 10C is the analog of the

known 2+ state (23+) at 7.54 MeV in lOse. Finally, analogs of the two

higher lying transitions (at 9.4 and 11.8 MeV excitation in lOBe) were

seen as a by product of the l4C(p, t) 12c investigation (As 76) due to

l2c target contamination. Although the differing transfer emplitudes

lead to a relative enhancement of the yield to higher lying levels

in the (6Li,~) data compared to the (p, t) reaction, there is a strong

sirrcilarity in the selectivity of these two reactions.

The var ious theoretical predictions for both the energy levels

and the transi tian strengths for two-nucleon transfer are also slIl'litlarized

in Table IV-2. (As the transfer amplitudes are ignored, the comparison

bett..een these predicted transiHan strengths and the observed yield

is meant to be very qualitative.) One sees reasonable qualitative

agreement between the vax ious level predictions and the experimental

results. Major disagreement between theory and experimental results
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awears for the transi tioo to the 23+ level (at 7.54 MeV), which is not

an expected Ip-shell level; also, the 22+ state at 5.96 MeV has a large

spectroscopic factor (relative to the 21+.level) , but a relatively weak

transition strength. The 23+ state is felt to be primarily an sCI-shell

"intruder" level (Al 69). Its population in this reaction might indicate

that the predicted 2
2
+ Ip-shell configuration is split among the observed

22+ and 23+ states, which could explain the observed transition strength

to the 22+ level.

The close correspondence between the theoretical predictions and

the experbnentalresults would suggest that the theoretical 23+ state

corresponds to the probable 2+ level at 9.4 MeV excitation and that

the theoretical 02+ state corresponds to the 11.8 MeV peak; this would

be consistent with these levels being populated, along with the other

transitions seen in this work, in the 7Li (7Li,a)1°Be (G171) and

9Be (p,n+) lOBe (Da 73) reactions. While the 23+ state may be populated

by anti-symmetric transfer (see Table IV-2 for the predicted relative

magnitude of the syrometr ic and anti-symnetr ic transfer c.xxnponents),

it is more likely that its possibly relative enhanced yield reflects

either the effect on the transition strength of either admixtures in

the 12c ground state wave function or configuration mixing in the

final level. Of course, these two transitions could also correspond

to the predicted two 1+ levels, whose locations have not been experi-

m?.Dtally determined, but this is rather unlikely, as will becane

obvious frcm the discussion of similar states in 14c and 8Li.
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2. The 160(6Li,8B)14C Reaction

An energy spectrum of the 160 (6Li,8B) 14c reaction is shown in

Fig. IV-3a. 'l'hese data were oollected with a 93.3 MeV bealU from a

16% o}ddized (by atcm) 0.34 mg/an2 7Li target at 8lab "" 13.5°. Carbon

contamination gave rise to the lOBe states; the spectrurn is cut-off

before possible transitions G"Ould arise fran the 7IJi component of the

target. Data t....-ere collected at 80.0 ~1eV with both a 0.21 mg/cm2 Si02

target and a 100% oxidized (by atom) l4~1d target:. The reaction yield

and selectivity again were essentially unchanged with the different

beam energies.

The o£munant transition is to the 14C ground state and the next

strongest. t:ransitions are to a series of 2+ levels at 7.01, 8.32 and

10.0 1."1eV excitation. In this particular spectrum the lOae contaminant

Gtat.e obs(:::ured possible hlrther txansitions to the r level at 6.09 MeV

and a (),,}- state at 6.58 £",r:N (which is predominantly an sd~shell level

(AI 69)) v but these transitions ~Jere seen in the investigations with

the other targets. 131y at1.fllG-gy to the 160 (p;t) 140 reaction (Fl 71) ,

st\own in Fi~~l. IV~3bg one ~JOuld expect that the pea.k near 7.0 MeV

corresponds to not only the 2+ state at 7.01 MeV, but that is also

has an unn~solved conponent con:es~ing to tl1e 3- level at 6.73 MeV

(this is consist.ent with both the measured excitation energy and \,ddth

of this peak, which was often barely .resolved fran the transition to

the 0+ state at 6.59 14f.N). The exper imental resulto; are SlJ..Imlar ized

in 'l"able IV";'3~ the ground state angular distribution is SOO.Hl1 in

Fig. N-2c.
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Fig . IV-3. (a) An energy spectrum from a partially oxidized Li
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collected at 81ab = 13.50 with a 93.3 MeV 6Li beam. Carbon con
tamination gave rise to the 10ae states. (b) The 160(p,tl140
r~action induced by 54.1 MeV protons at 81ab = 270 (F1 71).
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As can be seen from Fig. IV-3b, the daninant transitioo in the

l60(p,t)14o reaction is to the 140 ground state. This level is follCMed

in strength by the triplet of 2+ states. Finally, the two cross-shell

1- and 3- levels and the sd-shell 0+ state are also populated; thus,

these higher-shell configurations are components of the 160 ground

state wave functions.

The theoretical predictions of the energy levels and transition

strengths are also summarized in Table IV-3. The theoretical predictions

of the energy levels are not oompletely carparable, since both Boyarkina

(Be 64) and, also, Cohen arrl Kurath (Co 70) employ calculations with

only a lp-shell basis, while both True (Tr 63) and Lie (Li 72) included

configuration mixing fran 2s-ld-shell levels. These latter calcu

latians agree llOre aJmpletely with the known levels. One effect of

these higher configurations can be seen in the triplet of 2+ states,

which is felt to arise from the strength of the 2+ configuration being

split among these three levels (Fl 71, Tr 63, Li 71). This configura

tim has a very large spectroscopic factor, so this· suggested frag

mentation of the transition strength leads to better agreement between

these results (and those of the '(p,t) ,reaction (Fl 71)) with the

predicted spectrosoopic factors (Co 70) •

Reactions an this target also provide a convenient test for anti

symmetric transfer processes. The. predicted 1+ level can only be

populated by anti-syrmnetr ic transfer (since I1J = 1). It has been

proposed by Kaschl (Ka 71) that this state is located in 14(: at

lL 29 MeV excitation (based upon results fram the ~(d,3ae)14c reaction).
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This region is obscured by a contaminant peak at the angle shown in

F i9. IV~3a, but no strong transi tion is seen to this level in any of

the other spectra, indicating that anti-symmetric transfer does not

play an important role in this reaction.

3. Th~Os(6_~~)8Li~action

An energy spectrum of the l0r3 (6Li ,~) 8J.Ji reaction is shCMn in

Fig. IV-4. These data were rollected \vi th an 80.0 MeV beam fram a

0.14 nrJ/cm2 target; this particular spectrum is a composite of data

collected between 8lab "" 9.70 and 20.30 , in which the data were

kinanatically shifted to 8lab := 9.7°. The l4c levels arose fran 160

contamination of the target.

The dominant transition is to the 3+ level at 2.26 MeV. Weaker

transitions are seen to the 2+ grolIDd state, a 1+ level at 0.98 MeV,

and to the knOtffi (Aj 74) state at 6.53 MeV excitation. 'l'hese experimental

:result.s arc:! surnmar ized in Table IV-4; the angular dist.r ibutions are

shown in Fi.g. IV~5.

The san~ qualitative selectivity in the relative transition strengths

was observed in the l0r3 (Pv t) Be reaction (Sq 70), which is not reproduced

bere. 'I'his (p,t) study could only observe the lower~lying transitons,

so that the analog of the 6.53 MeV state was not observed.
\)

The var ious theoretical predictions of the energy levels and

transition strengths are also surmnarized in Table IV-4. In general,

the tl~retiai calculations indicate that there should be an extr~nely

high level density in aLi (and B:a), but r.elatively few states have

t.:een lccated. However, aLi is unbound above ~ 2 MeV, and several of .
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the known states are quite broad, 00 that it would be difficult to

identify many of these levels.

This nucleus provides a good test for the importance of anti

symmetric transfer u since botb of the lOtrlying 1+ levels can be

populated essentially solely through spatially anti~symmc::tri.e transfer.

However v since the 1+ level at 0.98 MeV is weakly populated, little

evidence for this transfer merle is S€€.:rl. SiJnilarly, if one assume

.'.that the second I' sti:lt.e corn~sponds to the Imovm spin 1 level (Aj 74)

at 3.21 /!JlcV, then 1:hi5 c'onclusion is further confirmed. Finally, one

sees from thf:~ t.ransi tioD stren9t-hs l:hat the 3+ state's st.rong p:>pulation

relative to the ground state also provides supporting evidence that

anti~'sYjTrnetric transfE~r is urd.1TIportant (since this 2+ level has a larger

In f)'Uffiffi.:1ry,

then, '(,'10 have seen no evidenee for ant.i.,,-symmetric transfer either in

the yield of the 1{- level in 14Cu or t.he knOVJr1 1+ state in 8Li , or

a p(",x3f:;ible 1+ level in 814i , 0:[ in overa]~ cc~npar:i.sons bebtleen the

(6r•i ,8B) i;Jnd tl11,.'l (p,t) n~actiCinso

'Jh(~ relative transition stre-.ngths of the ground stat<.:: and the

3+ level indicate t.hat the ob;erved population ratio reflects the

spectroscopic factors q J.m~teaa :of solely the reaction kinematics.

The only other cases in the Ip-shell t'Jhere an ifmcited state should

be populated more strongly t.hon the grOlmd state are in transitions

l€lt.~ding to l~Be (\v'hich t'lHl be discllssed below) and those leading to

128e (in this last case, d.ata fraTI the 14c(6Li,8B) 12:ae reaction (Wi 74),

which t11aS E'llployed in ©'1n attempted :mar~s measurement 8 were consistent

with the population of the first excited state, but only ~n upper limit
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could be determined for the ground state transi tien) •

Fran the spectroscopic factors of Cohen and Kurath (Co 70), one

could suggest that the 6.53 MeV level is either a 3+ or a 4+ state,

and these high spins would be consistent with the known (Aj 74) narrow

width of this level (~40 MeV).

B. Tz > 0 lp-Shell Targets

1. The Be (6Li ,Bs) llae Reaction

An energy spectrum of the Be (6Li , Bs) llBe reaction is shown in

Fig. IV-6. These data were collected with an 80.0 MeV beam fran a

0.14 m;j/an2 target; this particular spectrum is aoomposite of data

collected between elab = 9.40 and 20.30 for a total of 32,900 ~e, in

which the data were kinematically shifted to elab = 14.30
• The lOBe

and 14e levels arose from the 12c and 160 contaminants in the target,

respectively.

The dominant transition is to the first excited state of llBe,

a 1/2- level at 0.320 MeV excitation, \'1hich is the lowest Ip-shell

level (Aj 75). The predominant population of this state, instead of

the Imown 1/2+ ground state (Aj 75), was established by the known

lOBe contaminant transitions. More weakly populated levels are seen

at 2.69 and 4.0 MeV (this last peak may correspond to both members

of t.he known doublet near this e}ccitation). 'lbese experimental results

are sl.mnarized in Table IV-5; the angular distribution of the first

excited state is shown in Fig. IV-2d.

The selectivity of this reaction can be contrasted with that of

t~he gEe (t,p) lise reaction (Aj 72), which populates all the known levels

in llBe. While the (Or.i,~) reaction can only populate lp-shell levels,
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which must have negative parity, the (t,p) reaction can also populate

states with higher configurations and positive parity. An exarrple

of such a level is the 1/2+ ground state of lise. '!his unusual level

ordering of a 2s-ld-sheLl state heloN the lp-shell levels has been

e:l\.plained l::¥ Talmi and UID1a ('ra 60) as a consequence of the differing

interaction energies of the 2s1/ 2 and lPl/2 neutrons with the IP3/2

proton. 'l'he lack of population of the llBe ground state by the

l3C(~i,~)11Be reaction is additional confirmation that the level

at 0.320 MeV excitation is the lowest lp.-shell state in liBe • Finally,

by the cornpar ison of these two reactions we can suggest that the known

levels at 1.79 and 3.41 MeV ndght have positive parity, since they

are not IX)pulated in the (6Li ,8B) reaction.

'I'hese results Cc1n be compared with the predicted level spacings

ana transition strengths shown in Table IV-5. We have located three

Ip-~shell states below 5 l\ieV excit.atioo, which agrees with all three

calculations (g iven the lowest level at 0.320 MeV excitation). All

three calculations predict a level order of 1/2-, 3/2-, and 5/2~.

~\Ihile the predicted strength of the population of the 3/2- state is

qui.te sxnall, these transition strengths are quite sensitive to small

admixtures in the target arou.rrl state wave function (Ku 76) •

2. ~rhe .:!:~(6Li , ~1.9IJi !teaction

An energy spectnM\ of the IlB(6Li, 8r3) 9Li reaction is shown in

Fig. IV~8. These data were collected with an 80.0 MeV beam fran a

0.21 ng/cm2 target; this particular spectrum is a CClltTpOSite of data

collected at elab ,.. 12.4.0 and 16.40
, in which the latter spectrum was

kinematically shifted to Blab "'" 12.4°. rr'he 14c transition arose fram
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the 160 comtaminant in the target.

The dominant transition is to the (3/2)- ground state of 9Li.

Weaker transitions are observed to levels at 2.69, 4.31, and 6.41 MeV.

The other knONl1 state, at 5.38 MeV excitation, is not awreciab1y pop-

u1ated. While this could ind icate that this level has 'fX'Sitive par ity ,

a more likely explanation for its absence is that it has negative

parity, but a small spectroscopic factor. These data are summarized

in Table IV-6; the ground state angular distribution is sha.vn in

Fig. IV-7a.

These results can be canpared with those of the 7Li (t,p) 9Li reaction

(Yo 71), which pop..11ated all of the krx:>wn levels in 9Li . Fran a can-

parison of the observed level spacing and widths with their predicted

values by Barker, along with a campar ison between the predicted and

observed transition strengths in the (t,p) reaction, it was suggested

(Yo 71) that the 3/2-, 1/2-, 5/2-, 3/2-, and 7/2- states correspond

to the observed levels at 0, 2.69, 4.31, 5.38, and 6.41 MeV, respectively.

It should be noted that the population of these levels by the (6Li ,Bs)

reaction strongly suggests that the populated states have negative

par i ty (although we cannot suggest any spin assigranents) and that both

reactions generally agree on the location of the 1p-shell levels in

9L '1.

These exper imental results can be c:::arrpared with the theoretical

predictions of the energy spectrum and transition strengths, which

are also sunrnar ized in Table IV-6. While there is reasonable agreement

OOlCIDg these predictions as to the number of low-lying lp-shell state,

there are differences concerning their order. Kumar's work (Ku 74b)
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is an improved version of Barker's (Ba 66)~ it srrploys the same

theoretical techniques, but is based upon more recent experimental

data. The level order ing of Boyarkina (Eo 64) v Kumar, and Norton and

Goldhanmer (No 71) agree, but differ tvith Cohen and Kurath (Co 70)

(and also Barker) as regards the or.der of the first btK> excited states.

The probable 1/2'- assignment to the first excited state (Aj 74) agrees

\"li th t11e rnajar i ty of these calculations. If this level is indeed a

1/2-' state, then it.s transition stxength is much greater than might

be expected from its very s.mall spectrosCXJPic factor. However, a 1%

admhcture in the IlB ground state wave function would increase this

strength to 0.15 (Ku 76). Similarly, the observed population of the

possible 7IT state at 6.41 MeV rather than the possible 3/2-level

at 5.38 MeV (Yo 71) could arise from the sensitivi ty of the transition

strengths to this admixture. In surr~y, while this reaction does

not est;~.blish t.he spin of unknown levels, it does strongly indicate

their IN.:tr i ty; the (weak) p::.Ipulatic::m, of the excited state is potentially

extremely ser.lsi tive to o:my oonfiguratiOlr·mixing hl the target ground

state \~ave function.

c. ~j~~~

'I'his section can, for the xoost part, be vie\1ed as a continuation

of t~ investigation of the light Tz g 3/2 nuclides (i.e. g the ~3rlier

llBe, 9Li, and now 7:He, ~, and finally 3n (see Ce 74 for the 3n portion

of this study); but not ~ \<'mich has Tz ::: 1). Hewrever , these unbound

nuclides are discussed separately from llse and 9Li, since the inter

pret~tion of these results nust OO!1Sider phase-space distributions

and final-state interactions (see Appendix A). MorOOV'er, unbound levels
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have broad widths, so these energy spectra are four-channel sums of

the or iginal data. Transitions can be obscured not only by the broad

. widths of these states, but also by the underlying breakup continuum.

1. The 9Ee (Gr.i, SE) 7He Reaction

An energy spectrum of the 9se (6Li , Bg) 7He reaction is sharm in

Fig. IV-9. This particular spectrum was collected with an SO.O MeV

beam from a 0.13 mj/cm2 target at 81ab = 9.70 for 9200 lJC. The smooth

curve in this figure corresponds to the phase-space distr ibution for

the three-l:x:rly breakup reaction 6Li +9Be or 8g + ~e + n. Four and

five l:x:rly breakup reactions can also contribute to the underlying

continuum above their indicate thresholds. The relatiooships amoung

these thresholds are indicated in Fig. IV-10.

The ground state of 7He , which is unbound to ~e + n by 440 keV

(Aj 74), is clearly populated. This reaction was investigated not

only for a range of angles (fran 8lab "" 9. -p to lSo) with an SO MeV

beam, but also at two angles ( 8 lab "" 150 and ISO) with a 93.3 beam.

These studies show no indication of any sharp excited states in 7He

below -10 MeV excitation. However, weak transitions to a possible

broad excited state in 7He ~d have been obscured by the breakup

continutml. The experimental results are surrmarized in Table rv-7;

the angular distr ibutian is slxlwn in Fig. IV-7b. This nuclide has

been investigated by the 7Li (t, Jae) 7He (st 67) and the 7Li (n,p) 7He

(Li 73) reactions, which also failed to locate any sharp excited states

in 7He.

These negative results can be contrasted with the predictioos

of exci ted levels of 7He , which are also shown in Table IV-7. However,
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if a level near 3.6 MeV excitation in 7He (corresponding to the pre

dicted 5/2- state, which has the largest transition strength of the

excited levels) has the same fraction of the ground state strength

as seen in the similar llB (6r.,i, 8B) 9Li reaction (-10%, see ~:able IV-6),

then it "'Quld be difficult to dis(""'ern if it were broader than -1.5 MeV.

Only the predicted 3/2= groUfUJ state (see Tabl~ rv~·7) should have a

relatively large transition strength. The population of the grolmd

state in this two-proton pickup reaction strongly suggests that this

level has negative f.arity, as expect.ed.

2. ~~_.~i(6Li,BE) ~_~eactj._~

An energy spectrum of the 61..i (GU.,Bs) 4rI reaction is shown in

:fig. IV-lla. 'I'his spectrum was collected with a 93.3 MeV beam from

a 0.40 mg/c:m2 target at 81ab ~ 14.7° for 950 II Co The smoot.h curve

in this figure corresponds to the phase-spa~ distr ibution for the

three-body breakup reaction 6r.i + 6Li -+ 8s +- t + n. Four and five

body breakup reactions can also contribute to the under-lying continuum

above tl'k"':d.r indirected thresholds.

II'he observed enhanc€ffient above the three=body phase-space dis~

t.r ibution can be attributed to the k.l:Jo.'1n (Pi 73) (t -I- n) final-state

interaction, \'lhich would correspond to tra.nsitions to the 2~- ground

sti.:lte of "'H alon~J \vith possible oontr ibltions fram transitions to probable

1'"' and 0-> levels in '\1, since all these states are broad. This enhancement

\'ms seen with appropr iate Idnemaics at all four angles studied (fran

elab :;; 11° to lOP) G additionally, its intensity eliminates contaminants

as a cause. Assuming that all of the oount.<; .abo\re the phase-space
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. I 11 () f th 6 . (6 . 8 ) 4 .F~g. V- • a An energy spectrum 0 e L~ L~, B H react~on

collected at eiab = 14.70 for 950 ~C (with E(6Li) = 93.3 MeV).
These data are four channel sums and the smooth curve
corresponds to three-body phase space. The excitation
scale is relative to the t + n threshold. (b) An energy
spectrum of the 7Li(6Li,Ba)5H reaction collected at
elab = 14.70 for 6200 ~c(with E(6Li) = 93.3 MeV). These
data are four channel sums and the smooth curve corresponds
to four-body phase-space. The excitation scale is relative
to the t + 2n threshold and lOBe and l4C levels arose from
target contaminants (see text) .
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curve correspcnd to this transi tioo, then the observed yield is

equivalent to 4 llb/sr (c.m.). This cross-section is roughly oonstant

at all angles studied, alth::>ugh these might be a slight enhancement

at 'more backard angles. These data can be carpared to the analogous

6Li (p, t) 4Li reactioo (Ce 65) and both SPeCtra shc:M very similar structure.

Although little has been established in ~, it has been studied through

numerous reactioos (Fi 73).

3. The 7Li (~i,8a)~ Reaction

An energy SPeCtrtml of the 7Li (~i,Sa)~ reaction is displayed

in Fig. IV-llb. This SPeCtrtml was collected with a 93.3 MeV beam fran

a 0.33 Ill9/cm2 target at 8lab = 14.70 for a total of 6200 llC. The srrooth

curve drawn in this figure corresponds to the phase-space distribution

of the four-bOOy breakup reactioo ~i + 7Li "* Sa + t + n + n. '!be

thresholds for the higher-excitation breakup channels are also indicated.

Transi tiens to levels in lOBe and l4C arose from l2c and 160 contaminants

in the target, reSPeCtively (these states provided useful calibration

points) • ('!be four-channel stmming of the original data obscures these

contaminant peaks, but Fig. IV-3, shcMn for the 160 (6Li,Sa) l4C reaction,

is representative of the higher energy portion of the original spectrtml.)

Cbunts above the phase-space curve may be attributed to either

these target contaminant reactioos or to other multi-body breakup channels,

such as the three-body breakup Sa + t + (2n) or Sa + ~ + n. Unlike

the 6Li (6r.i, Sa)~ reaction (and all the others stooied in this work) ,

no obvious evidence is seen for a streng final-state interaction in

~ at any of the angles stlXlied (fran 8lab = lio and 15°). As a measure

of the experimental sensitivity to possible Sa levels, the yield at
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low excitation energy above the phase-space curve corresponds to

-100 nb/sr-MeV I which may be canpared with the cross-section of the

final-state interaction in ~ of 1 llb/sr-MeV. In summary, this

investigation, as was the case in the 9Be (a, Be) Sa data (Me 68), the

4I(t vP)~ study (Yo 68), and pion-induced reactions on 7Li targets

(Mi 69), has produced no evidence for any sharp ~ states bela,.; 10

MeV excitatioo. A negative finding was also the result of the earlier

investigation of the 7Li (7Li , 11c) 3n reaction (Ce 74), where for the

lowest possible Tz = 3/2 nuclide--3n, there was no evidence for a

narrCM state bela¥ at least 10 MeV excitation.

D. Tne 2s-1d Shell Targ~~

Wr:dle the remainder of this work was devoted to Ip-shell targets,

these final two targets will provide an illustration of the possible

extensions of this \\7ork to higher shells. The study of 2~e and 2~e

is of ~lrticular interest because the neon isotopes exhibit a gradual

decrea;;"e in deformation fram 2~e to 2~e. This decrease in deformation

\>llth the addition of reut_t'on pairs has also been noted in the sodium

h3of.;opes v where 2~a can be successfully descr ibed by a spher ieal shell

lmdel ('S.lculatioo (:Ii'! 74a). ~:reover, this region is valuable for

allO\'Jing the conpar ison of var lOUS microscopic and macroscopic

calculations, particularly sioce a spherical shell-trodel approach with

a full 2s-1d shell basis has becane feasible «('..0 74a, Co 74b). While

Dlexactlll shell-mcrlelcalculatians can reproduce these trends in rotational

character of the spectra, it would be more generally useful if this

regioo could serve as a guide amc:mg the various Hartree-Fock calculatioos.

To adequately explain this region in the Hartree-Fcx::k frmlework it
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is necessary to allC1tl for pairing correlatioos (Ma 73) and possibly

nshape-mixing" (or shape "co-existence") (Kh 71). Shape mixing occurs

when the prolate solution (which can be associated with a small neutron

energy gap and a large proton gap) has awroximately the same energy

as the oblate solution (correspooding to the solution with a small

proton energy gap and a large neutron gap) (Kh 71). Since the reduced

energy gaps enhance pairing correlations, reactions studying ~e two

particle configuratioos in these nuclei could provide an interesting

test of these various theoretical models. Finally, 2~e is a Tz = 2

nuclide, so this study illustrates the aWlicability of this reaction

to study such nuclei by anploying Tz = 1 targets such as l4c, ISO,

2~e, 30Si, etc.

1. The 2~ (6Li,~) 22Ne Reaction

An energy spectrum of the 2~ (6Li, SB) 22Ne reaction is sha-m in

Fig. N-12. These data were collected with an SO.O MeV beam fran a

0.15 rrg/an2 target; this particular spectrum is a c::x:mposite of data

collected between 8lab = 10° and 22°, in which the data were

kinematically shifted to 8lab = ISO. Transitions to lOse and l4c levels

arose from 12c and 160 CXJ!lltaminants in the target, respectively.

The daninant transition is to the grourrl state of 2~e. Also

transitions were clearly resolved to the first excited state which

is a 2+ level at 1.27 MeV, the 4+ level at 3.36 MeV, and another 2+

state at 4.46 MeVexcitaticn. At higher excitation the density of.

final states (see Table IV-8) adds ambiguity to the transitioo assign

ments, but our analysis of these data suggests that the peak near 6 MeV

excitation corresponds to barely resolved transitioos to the 2+ level
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Comparing the known and observed levels in Table IV-8, it is clear

. that this reaction is quite selective. ~Vhile the resolution of this

study precludes placing str ingent limit.s on their population, no evidence

is seen for the population of the multi-particle--hole levels at 5.14 MeV

(a 2- state) and 5.64 MeV (a 3+ level), or for the 6+ st.ate at 6.30 I'1eV

all of which would be forbidden in a direct single-step pickup. This

selectivity will provide 80nle baJnds an the possible spin and parity

of the two previously W1l"eported levels in 2~e.

rrhe var iety of the theoretical approaches to this region can be

seen in T'dble IV-·8. Preedan and ~iildenthal (Pr 72) employ an approxi-

mate shell~nodcl approach, while Cole et al. (C~ 74a) use a spherical

shelJ.-model with a full 2s-10 shell basis. Craig (Cr 74) uses a

Nilsson mooel. Khadkikar et al. (Kh 71) errq;>loy a Hartree--Fock frame-

work t'Jitb sbap~mixing. This list: is by 00 means exhaustive of the

theon::~Ucal appro,':lches t..o 22'Ne. 'l"he state at 5.92 MeV is generally

conBiden?.d to be an intruder level (Cr 74, Pr 72) and the 2+ state

at 6.J2 ~~v is considered to be a. 2s-15 shell state, which might disagree

with our n~sults. However, there is a large uncertainty in the results

at this excitatim ~'3use of the difficulties in unfolding the overlapping

transitions. Alternatively, it has been suggested that the state at

5.92 MeV is either a l~ or a 3'- level (Ho 73). It ~d be difficult

to beli€~ve that there is such a large carrponent of a cross-shell level

in the 2~ grOllf'ld state. If the level at 5.92 r·'rev excitation were

-
a 3 octupole vibration, then its streng population by this reaction

is possible (as is the case in the 54Fe (6Li ,~) 52Cr reaction (We 75)) •
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This possibHity ire, E)1jppo:ci:<~:d INU1C~ .hl~~J.m,tic scattering data (01 70).

2. The 26
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An Energy Sp2ctn:U!1
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:WBe EJ]l(l 14C arose from the l2c and

The domin.;mt tnmEdtion is to the 0+ ~~round state. Along with

a weaker transition to the (:md.tcd level u tvhich is a 2+ state

at 1.98 MeV excitatinn v a p:?i:1k iE, observed to 3088 MeV, which probably

corresponds to both memb~~rE, ox: th(.~ ;t:' 0 ifl' v doublet near this energy

(\-vhile the measurex'l 0:~rcit2\'i:.ioo C:lK?J:S1Y "~,9:rees I:Jell \,]i th the 2+ level,

t.his peak is notiGuhly

resolution prelimirmcy c:L!{;c:rvi'Itic,n this reaction (We 75)).

Transitions to tV)D

also observed 0 'il'incdJ-y" i"!C\!ht'.? <t:.-v:iilence is EtE.!en for the weak population

of the knO';ffi lev(~l at 50!SO ,tJJJNu bnt the (x:mtaJuinant peaks in this region

i'i:.s !dn~l!.atic shift. These exper i-

mental results are E;Uifllnar J\'/<"90 The Clngular distr ibutions

in )ll'iSjo IV~16v from which (as before)

Uiutiom3 (}.o not. offer a means of dis-

2~Je have almost
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al though the Q values differ by ~ 5 MeV. A shuple DWUCI< calculation

reproduces this trend. 'l'hese eJrper imenta~ results can be compared

with thOse of the 2~e(tup)2~e reaction (Ho 70), 1,1oich identified

all the knovID levels, but could llot have observed the b'lO higher-lying

states o

Some of the theoretical predictions for 2~Ne are also summarized

in 'fable N-9o Cole et aL (Co 74b) employ a spherical shell-model

calculation with a complete 2s~ld"~shell basis, I,vhile Robertson and

WildenthaI (Ho 73) use a spher ical shell~~mooel calculation tvith a truncated

basis. Khidkikar et aL (Kh 71) E'Jnploy a Hartree-~>Fock calculation

wi th shape-mixing, while Macdonald (~t aL (M.a 73) use a Hartree-Fock

Bogoliulx>v calculation (which includes pair ing effects) with number

projection. '!'he tyro levels ft:JUnCl in this t-Jork might provide an interesting

test for these various moClels v if their ~)pins and parities could be

determined. Hmllever, we can only limit t.bem to having spins ;5.4 and

natural parity (which is the only CLUo~·led possibility for the transfer

of two identical 2s<~ld~'shen nucleons) 0

The struct.ure al'oplification fact.ors of Robertson and Wildenthal

(Ro 73) are cornpared 1,vith the observeD transition strengths in

Fig. IV~>17. Several higher~lyinq levels &e predicted that might be

observed in this reaction 0 (A.(jt"iin one should note that slight ad

:mh"turcs in the ground state 1,'J(we func'doD might have a dramatic effect

an tiJese pra'lict.ed '1tn111,sition strengths i
! for li.leak transitions.) It

shaul/! b~~ noted that. the Prex;;dom~Wndenthal inten~,cticrn ('ftlJhich was

employed in this calculation) predicts t-Oo high an excitation for low

lying levels f,md too lav c.m e}rcita'l:icm for high~lying ones in 2~e,

',~
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and if this "'Jere the case in 2~e, then the agreement with our results

would be reasonable.

E. Compariso~ toJi th Other Reactions

In principle, there could be rather dramatic differences in the

population of levels in the final nuclei between the (6Li , 8B) and (p, t)

reactions since the differing wave functions of the outgoing particles

could select different cluster configurations fram the target ground

state wave functions. Ha,1ever, the observed similar i ties between the

spectroscopic selectivities of these t~o reactions for the Tz = 0 12c,

160 , lOa, 6Li, and 2~ targets demonstrate a related simple pickup

reaction mechanism and suggest that any differences in the relative

yields simply arise from the two reactions sampling the 1s cluster

probability density at different interaction radii (and over different

ranges of radii).

Agreement in the comparisons betvleen the (6Li ,Ba) and (t,p) reactions

producing the same final nuclei (e.g., llBe, 9Li, and 2~e) leads to

the anticipated ooroplernentary nature of their spectroscopic selectivities

in studies of neutro~e~cess nuclei. Any differences in the population

of levels in final nl~lei between these two reactions indicate possible

. configuration differences (e.g., predominant particle or hole states).

Investigations of b.iO~proton pic!mp reactions are still rather

sparse, so that only limited COMparisons are nav feasible. As the

lightest e}~imentally feasible two=proton pickup reaction, (~i,8a)

is best suited to studies of Ip'~shell targets and these targets provide

a convenient means of determining the reaction mechanism. we have
2

also obtained data from two heavier t§..rgets-2~ and 6.Mg-to
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facilitate cross-comparisons with this particular reaction.

The usefulness of these various reactions is measured by the

combination of experimental difficulty, the presence of bound excited

states, spectroscopic selectivity, and relative yield. As mentioned,

particle identification based upon counter telescopes is particUlarly

sui t..e'9.ble for the (6r..i,~) reaction since both 7S and 9B are particle

unstable. A reqllirf~ment that the outgoing particle not have any bound

exci tc:~d states \\1()Lld eliminate several :possible reactions, as can be

seen fran1 Table IV~10 which al~) lists the spectrosc~ic amplitudes

(Cb 70) and t\'lo"proton separation energies. While the (l80,2~e)

has a. relatively high yield, its spectra are complicated by the large

transiticn strength of the bound 2+ and 4+ "shadow peaks" (Si 72, Ch 73,

KQ 76). Expexjxnental results are available for the 2~ (llB,l~)2~e

rea.ction (Sc 74a) 0 Comparing data frcm the (6Li,8B) and (llB,l~)

.....c
reacticns on the ,(.% targeb

• both reactions have similar spectro.scopic selectivity,

L the (lIB, 13N) reaction has a (c.m.) yield about three times

higher than the (6r...i,~) reaction (ha'\1ever, the (lIB, l~)

reaction dZita t-iere colJected at the grazing angle).

'l-"i1e higher relative yield of th~~ (llB,l~) rE'.action might be expected

from tne larger spL~troscopic Brrplitude, rfi~re positive Q-value, and

9reater proton pai.r binding energy in the outgoing particle for the

(11B,13N) reaction (see Table IV-IO). Similarly, either the (l'13,l~)

or: the (12c,140 ) reactions might have a higher yield than the (6r.i,~)

reaction, while still lacking any shadow peak ambiguity.
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Table TV-IO. Compar ison among some of the possible two-proton
pickup reactions.

TvJO-Proton Strengths**
Bound Excited Separation

Reaction J. J f States Energy* (MeV) sz..w; IMl\G1

(6r.i,~) 1+ 2+ No ~ 5.744 0 0.032

(9Be ,llc) 3/2- 3/2- Yes -1.5.277 0 0.747

(1C13,~) 3+ 1+ No - 9.287 0 1.354

(llB,~) 3/2- 1/2- No ~17.901 0 2.061

(12c,14o) 0+ 0+ No - 6.570 0.597 0

(DC, 150) 1/2- 1/2- Yes -14.843 1.002 0

(14C,160) 0+ 0+ Yes -22.335

(180 , lONe) 0+ 0+ Yes -20.838

*Calculated as t1f - t1i .- t12p.

**The notation and values are from Co 70, except for (6Li,~) \'ihich
is fram Ku75.

\

/ /
./
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F. ~~E~1~J1i ~,~~~~:f..:l~s~5::~~~~~s:_~}..:on .1'he!?!X

We have already seen that thf:! (Gr..i, Sa) reaction strongly populates

only those level1::1 \"/'ith a signific{;U1t predicted t:WO-J:il1.cleon spectrO'~

Sf.:opic amplitude i~nd that these tr,·msition strE~ngths reasonably reflect

gross differences in the pn':d:i.ctE.d relative yields. HOtleVer 8 several

t.ransition strengths cApp{~ar tD be Bignificant:ly different from their

predicted relative yield 0 In l-k:"1rticl.1lox u some conf:i.quratioi1s t'1ith

rather: large predic ted transition st::cerJ<;Jths se.sm to be fragmented amol1CJ

several :,;,tates 0 (Of CX)tu:'se, this spHt.ting \,,)ou1d be Htf.)£,t. obvious if

Several configurations that had' rather small predicted transition

strE'.ngths t'lere noticably vopulated v pr:ro:tbly indicating the effect

tran£,fer emplitude factor 0 'ftJe have atte.mpb?.d to describe thir.> kinematic

'I'h.is apprc)t;1ch involv(~s in part the

oeser :i.pt:ion of the target and {)utgoin~l f'lt1.rUcle (for pickUp reactions)

as core plus cluster sysborslIs t"lith the spins of i:Jle core imd the cluster

the total Clnglllax mOJnenturn (J)" In 'I'able !V~11, t'1e list the observed

relative transitiQ! strengths along with the predict(~] tral~~ition strength,

the n:::lative kinematic hindrLUlCe, and the total predicted relative
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Table IV-ll. Q:laparisons between th2 observed tmd predicted relative transition
strengths.

Level Observed !Relative Predicted
Final du/dh k'\inanatic

{g:~gR)g.s.Nuclide MeV J'Ir (du/dn)g.s. sfAG"l rn·Y>d' Hindrance

10 0+ 2.75 0 l.Be 0 1. l.

3.36 2+ 0.60 0 1.22 0.~8 0.21

5.96 2+ 0.26} b 0 13.54 0.35 0.58
0.36

7.54 2+ 0.10 0.28

9.4 (2+) 0.15 0 0.004 0.22 3.2 x 10-4

11.8 (O?) 0.11 0.004 0 0.18 2.6 x 10-4

14C 0 0+ l.0 2.21 0 l. 1.

7.01 2+ 0.35 0.34

8.32 2+ 0.16 0.61b 12."71 0.29 1. 73

10.4 2+ 0.10 0.23

2~e 0 0+ 1.0 C l. 1.

1.27 2+ 1. 0.68

3.36 4+ 0.18 0.34

4.46 2+ 0.12 0.27

5.36 2+ 0.13 0.25

6.0 0.3

Structure 1'Illlplificationd

Foctor

24Ne 0 0+ 1. 0.36 l. l.

1.98 2+ 0.22 0.015 0.42 0.018

2+ 0.09 0.27 0.068}
0.086

3.9 4+ 0.17 0.03 0.21 0.018

5.6 (2+) 0.04 0.003 0.19 0.016

0+ 0.01 0.32 0.009

7.5 4+ 0.13 0.04 0.12 0.013

8.9 2+ 0.05 0.025 0.13 0.009
_._-_._--
a From Ref. CD 70. b Predicted strength is fr~~lted. c Not available.
d 1"rOOl Ref. R.o 74.
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limited utility for this reaction, and accordingly we have not attempted

any more complicat€<l spi.n situations.

It is possible that this s~ni=classical approach is inappropriate

for this particular situation because of lall! values of n. Further

it is likely tl~)t this poor agre5nent reflects tile inappr(~riateness

of functional forms of (}'value dependence in this particular approach.

'1'1'1i8 possibility is supported by the Oxford approach of empirically

varyi~J the input parameters to shift the relative probability curves

vs excitation energy to achi(~e satisfactory agreement (Me 76).

No var iation of the input parameters 'lias attempted in this work.

'1'11i5 possible deficiency can be generalized to the inadequacy of tbe

assumed C'.aussian functional forTI! of the kinematic matching cr iter ia.
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V. OJL\1CLUSIONS AND SUMMARY

Results fram the first broad survey of a n~proton pickup reaction

have been presented in Section N. 'I'his study was undertaken to determine

the utility of the (Gr,i,8rl) reaction as a spectroscopic probe of neutron

excess nuclei. Asystematic feature of these data is that the (6Li ,Bs)

reaction populates strongly only states for \vhich a significant two

nucleon cfp is predicted. 'rhe spectroscopic selectivity of the (6Li ,8B)

reaction on Tz = 0 targets resembles that of the analCXjous (p, t) reaction.

The observed selectivity in the population of states in the final nuclei

demonstrates that the (6Li ,8B) reaction proceeds prlinarily through

a direct, single-step pickup of two protons. Moreover, these data

indicate that the predamirulllt configuration of the two-proton cluster

is a relative ls state. No evidence \-"laS seen for the transfer of the

proton pair coupled to a spatially anti~symmetric configuration.

By establishing an understcmding of the observed spectroscopic

selectivity with Tz ~ 0 te~rgets, it hns been possible to employ this

reactian on Tz > 0 targets to locate lOir-lying lp--sheli levels in

relatively inaccessible 'I'z = 3/2 nuclei, such as liBe , 9Li, and 7He .

However, 00 evidence was se~n for any narrow excited states in 7He .

Also, no indication was observed for a strong final-state interaction
5

in H, although the kOO\vn t 0} n interaction corresponding to the ~

ground state was readily apparent. THO previously unreported levels

(at 7.47 .:t 0.05 MeV and 8.86 ~ 0.07 ~~V) t1ere identified in the

Tz = 2 nuclide 2~e.

The measured angular distributicr~s were all rather featureless
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and decrease monotonically with increasing angle. This feature can

be e}~lained by a semi=classical approach to the reaction kinematics

in terr~ of t~e locali7~tian of the incanling wave packet at a relatively

large interacti<'n radin.,:> without strong focusing into a particular

Coularoo traject<xy. Similarly p silnple 1'Y/'lBA calculatiOl.1S indicate that

the angulf2r distributions should not be very oscillatory p o~though

these c:alculations do not. descr ibe very ",rell the envelope of r,he observed

distributio.n"s. Both the sE'Jni~·class5.cal reaction theor.y aoo the JJWBA

calculations indicate that the kinernatic term in the transition matrix

should be only slightly depen.dent upon Ule transferred angular moment.um.

HOltlever, while the obse.rved relative transition yields agree qualitatively

\'dt.h the spectroscopic prE,xEctions of Cohen and Kurath (Co 70) p good

quantitative agn~'{~ment t1TaS not obtained. lJ.'his could indicate the

inaJ.Jpropriatenes...s in the present sit.uation of either the semi-classical

.n~action theory or its approJdmaticm for the flJIlctional form of the

Q-value di~p€'.ndence.

'l'he (6r.,i p 13m b;J'o<~proton pickUp reaction has been deJl1(Jin.srrated

to be well suitc~ to lx~nter-telescope techniques and most appropriate

Cirl H9ht t..<1.rgets. However p du.e' to tl'Y2: higher yield one might expect

that l':ut.ure studies of two·'pratoI1 pickup 00 heavier targets will employ

other techniquesp such as the (llB,13w) reaction. No.." that this work

has denlalstrated the broad utility of two-proton pickLlp reactions,

one might also expect further two-nucleon transfer studies to focus on

t:i.'JcY'proton transfer reactions. For example v bolO-proton pickup reactions

can be e{nploy(~ in investigations of rJeutroo~cess systems for 11IaSS

measurement studies with neutron=exoess targets such as 365 and 70zn
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as well as spectroscopic studies of the levels of Tz = 2 nuclides by

reactions on Tz = I targets. Finally, spectroscopic studies an heavier

targets mdght ~mit investigation of proton pairing-vibration states

by studying a series of targets such as 48ca, 50Ti , 52cr, and 54Fe

or l40Ce, 14~d, and 144sm.
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APPENDIX Ao UNBOUND FINAL SYSTEMS

An additional element of complexity occurs in reactions of the

type

1+2·+3+4+000+n

(where 1 is the beam, 2 is the target, 3 is the detected particle,

and 4 through n are unobserved) 0 t\lhile these reactions obey the same

laws of conservation of energy y linear momentum, and angular nnnentun

as do two-body reaction.s, the mUlti~'boCly nature of the final state

means that measurement of the angle and energy of particle 3 no longer

completely specifies the reaction kinematicso In an ordinary twcr-l:xXly

final system, the energy CJnd laboratory angle, e, of one of the particles

uniquely determines the energy and angle of the unobserved particle.

For multi-body final syst~ns, tl12 c~ditional camplexity,is that the

center-of~mass energy of the fin;;.u system is distr ibuted arn<X'lg three

or more nuclides, and for any detected energy and angle of one particle,

the unobserved nuclei can e}!:perience a range of relative energies.

The oonsequenc(~s of this ~tdded frc-edom in the residual system

can be 2}cplorcd by writing the differential cross section of the observed

particle as

81T
2 III

~. 2 k.
,1 .L

IM(E ,n ) 1
2

p(E
3
,n

3
)

3 3 -.

(Al)

\"lhen:' 111 is the reduced :mass of the initial system, leI is the relative

nlOlTl(~l1tum bebv-eerl the target (2) and the projectile (1), IM(E3, Q3) 1 2

is the m-s~trb( element determining the interaction! and P(E3 ,rP) is

the phase space or density of final states (see Go 71 and references
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therein for a nlDre detailed discussion). One might expect that effects

due to the multi-bOOy nature of the final state could arise through either

the phase space factor or the matr ix element. \ie ~l1ill discuss each in

turn belo\¥.

1. ~!!.~~~pa2.~

One ccm see from Eq. (A1) that the cross section is prop:>rtional to

tne density of finaJ. states. The division of the available energy between

the unobserveD parU.cles ('.an be considered (in a siTI\?le picture) to depend

not on t.he residual nuclei 1 but 00 the number of ways in which this

division c.:Vl be acc.omplished. (Of course, a strong interaction among

these nuclei can ("..ause an enhancement of the yield above this simple

statistical disa ibution through the matrix element, such as enhancement

could indicate the existence of a state at this relative energy (see

Section 2 belo\\l).)

For a system such as fu~ 3n final state, there are very few

orientati.om::; al10l,'1ed \"hiGh provide lOB'I relative energy among all three

neutrons, ~;.rh:i.le still ()onserving lith~ar and angular manentum with the

obsE:'.rved particle. On the other hand, there are many 'l,-rays of distribu

til"tCj 10 fo'J€V excitation Dloc)ng these thre€ neutrons. 1\JXOrdingly, one

'\,"l'Ould exp::;ct t.he yield at 10 MeV excitation t..o be greatly enhanced

over that at 0 MeV. From this simple argument, one can derive an

eJ{pression for t.his relative enhancement by counting the number of

values of the linear IllCllilentuffi penni tted the observed particle while

integrating over the coordinates of ttle unobserved nuclei within the

limits of tr.e conservation la'V1S (see Ha 69 and Go 71 for some simple

examples of this derivation). This result is generally familiar from
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8-decay, \.mere the shape of the detected electron spectrum is simply

that of three-body phase space 0

In the case of non~relativisticparticles, the phase space

distribution in an n~particle final state can be solved in general.

In the eenter-of-mass frame

en -4)
o (E

3
) \ (A2).com-j

where

is the energy available in the oenterof mass frame; (E3)c.m. is the

center-of-rnass energy of the detected final particle; and Mt is the

total mass of all the particles in the final system (Ba 73). To convert

this quantity fram the center=of~ss to the laboratory frame of reference,

one uses simply the inverse of the Jacobian.

At some excitation, most systems become unbound to several decay

channels 0 For example, ~ is unbound to (d {- 3n) at 6.3 MeV above

its threshold for breakup into (t {- 211), tvhile at 8.5 MeV, it becanes

unbound t.o (p {- 4n) 0 The ratio of the appropr iate phase space dis-

t.ributions 1JJith more than one channel open will be equal to the ratio

of th~ decay widths 0 For the systems that we have investigated

(Le., 4n, SH, and 7He) , the ratio of these decay channels as a function

of energy is unkrlO'v'rn. One 't"lould expect that the opening of additional

breakup modes will reduce the normalization of the previous phase space
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distribution, on the assumption that the cross section is either a

constant or smoothly varying fW1Ction of the excitation energy.

Because of these complexities, ~re have 110t attempted phase space fits

that are a composite of several of these distributions, but have only

fit the less ambiguous portions of the spectra. Such a fit is achieved

by an arbitrary normalization of the expected shape'w the experimental

spect:rurilo E..'ven ltlith fixe-d proporticfls of the various distributions,

it would be difficult to perform carrposite fitting with much confidence,

since in a situation of several breakup modes, the regions near the

various thresholds may be distortt'd by the addi tiona! final. state

interac tiQ'1S ~

Deviatiorlli froul these phase space distributions can arise from

ei.ther a fin;.ll st.ate interaction, or from the reaction mechanism. As

an example, the reaction could have a knock-out mechanism.

2, Final State Inb,:;nlction.s

An enhancement of the yield above phase spac'e is often called

a final state interaction. l~ny stat.e \<lill cause such an enhancement,

but not a,Ll of tl1ese final state interactions corres~ to states

in the system to interest or to only one particular level. (A resonance

\'Ji11 i:tlso cause 2m enb,ancement, but then is typically described as

a resonant interaction rather than a final state interaction.• ) For

example, if one were studying the 71J1 (6Li ,Be) Sri reaction and saw an

enhancement above pha~;e space, then this effect, if it were not an

artifact of the reaction mechanism, t<1OUld be fA final state interaction.

However, this additiaQal yield could arise fram the matrix element

corresponding to the t + n + n interactions (5xI), or to the n + n
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interacticn (corresponding to ~), or to the t + n interactions

(~), or it might be a combination of all of these systems. Similarly,

at the higher breakup thresholds, enhancements might arise from d + n

or p + n interactions, respectively. Also in 4rI there is known final

state interaction between the t + n, but it is felt to correspond to,

not only the ground state of ~, but also to the three other low-lying

levels (since all these states are quite broad).

There are two ways of removing this ambiguity. Interactions in the

mass 2, or 4, or 5 systems all have characteristic kinematic shifts so

that by collecting data at several angles one should be able to decide

which interaction is present. Alternatively, if one errploys a coincidence

experiment, in which all but ooe of the final particles is observed, then

one would note 00 correlation plots that the enhancement corresponds to

particular relative energies between same group or groups of particles.
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APPENDIX B. RFACTION DYNAMICS

1. Definitions and Relationships of same of the
Kinematic Parameters --

We will enploy the foD.Oiling subscr ipt convention

T(l,O) F

where T is target, I is the incident beam, 0 is the outgoing particle,

and F is the final system. Then for these calculations

1/2kr = (2·M·E ) jh
I c .m.

v ::: k • him
I I I

- 1 1/3 1/3Rint _. 065 (AI + AT )

(B. 1)

(B.2)

(B.3)

(B.4)

(B.5)

(B.G)

(Bo 7)

(B.8)

(B.9)

(B.10)
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In Br ink I S formalism

where: Il'k = transferred mass

V = the relative velocity.

2. Tables of Kinematic Parameters for the (6Li,~) reaction at
80.0 MeV on same Representative Targets

(B. II)

(B.12)

(B. B)
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